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DanceAfrica
celebrates
15th year

A photo essay

'Best of the best'
performing at this
year's event
By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor

" Agoo," said Baba Chuck
Davis, the founder and art director of DanceAfrica America, as
he reached his hand out to the
audience.
"Amee," replied the audience,
a sea of brow n, red, yellow and
orange.
' "Agoo," meaning "atten-

tion," and "amee," meaning
" I' m li stening," helped draw
together the audience-made up
o f people from America,
Uganda and South Africatogether and created an atmosphere of a huge family gathering. A drum circle then pounded
its rhythm, and everyone got up
to dance, whether it he been
trained o r not.
DanceAfrica Chicago held
the kickoff event for its 15th
year anniversary Oct. 13 in the
Hokin Annex of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave. The event also
began the many that will be
held throughout the city in the
next two weeks that are presented and sponsored by Columbia.
The theme this year is
Sankofa, a word that comes
from the West African Adinkra
symbol and represents looking
back to move forward. For the
15th
year
celebration,
DanceAfrica Chicago has invited back many of its mos t popular acts from past years.
"We' re growing and evolving," said Heidi Pearson, public
relations
associate
for
DanceAfrica. " We' re looking to
see how we can make it bigger
and better fo r the next 15 years,
but what better way to pay tribute to the last 15 years than by
bringing back some o f the best
of the best from past years?"
Davis created DanceAfrica
America in 1977 The program
began in New York, as a collaboration between five black
dance and theater companies,
and moved to Chicago in 1990.
Chicago's
is
the
only
DanceAfrica program that is
sponsored
by
a college;
DanceAfrica New York is s upported
by
the
Brooklyn
Academy of Music, and
DanceAfrica Washington D.C.
is pri vately funded.
Davis sa id he appreciates the
work that Columbia does on
behalf o f DanceA frica.
"Columbia provides so much
s upport, genu ine support," he
said. "Everything from the
spaces to s upport on the humanitarian level, everything wonderful that you can think of,
Columbia provides it. "
Da vi s travels around the
world , looking for talented
dan ce troupes and musical

See Dance, Page 7

A t~am of Chronicle photographers spent the day capturing moments from start to finish of the 28th annual La Salle Bank
Marathon on Oct. 9. More than 30,000 people from around the world ran the 26.2 mile race that starts on Columbus
Dnve m Grant Park, travels up to Addison Street and down through Chinatown before finishing at Columbus and Balbo Drive.
See the photo essay on Pages 19 through 22.
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Meno fans singing in the choir over 'Bluebirds'
Columbia fiction
teacher releases new
short story collection
By Hunter Clauss
Assistant A&E Editor

Whoever said, "Nice guys
always finish last" must not have
known Joe Meno, who comes off
just as endearing and sincere as
some of his acclaimed literary
works.
Aside from being a full-time

faculty member in Columbia's
Fi ction Writing Department,
Meno, 3 1, has authored such novels as How the Hula Girl Sings
and Hairstyles of the Damned, a
tale about a teenage outcast living
on Chicago's South S ide who
finds comfort in sharing mix tapes
with his friends. Hairstyles, which
came out in 2004, earned Meno
praise from reviewers such as Jim
DeRogatis of the Chicago SunTimes, who said, "Meno writes
with the energy, honesty, and

Columbia teacher and author Joe Meno talks about his latest
work of fiction .

emotional impact of I he best punk
rock."
Coming this November, however, is Meno 's newest literary
endeavor, Bluebirtlv Used to
Crvon in the C/wi~: It is a colleclion of s hort stories lhat he has
compiled over the past couple of
years.
One of I he short Slories included is "Midway." a laic about two
brothers who grow a slrong bond
when their parenls abandon them.
This causes I he younger brother to
develop a habil of slealing luggage at Midway airport . This
piece carn~d Mcno lhc Nelson
Algren Award l(>r short ficlion in
2003.
"li 's lhc bi ggcsl award 10
receive l(>r shorl fiction." Mcno
said.
The Nelson Algren Awards arc
hand ed oul annually by the
Chicago Tribune. which publishes
lhc winning c nlri~s in ils Sunday
edili on. Mcno could hardly
be l icvc lh~ news w h~ n he
received word thai his short s1ory
s nagged I he award. lie said he had
10 call lhc judges back jusl 10
make s ure he was n' t dreaming.
01hcr slorics included in
Bluebin lv arc "Tij uana Women." a

s tory about a young boy who
accompanies his mother as she
visits a secret lover in Tijuana, and
"Our Neck of the Woods," a laic
about a man who develops emolions for a coworker in a plas tics
faclory thai makes lawn ornaments including plastic deer.
These delightful little stories will
mosl likely pul plenty of grins on
the faces of Meno fans.
The variety o f s tories 111
Bluebird1· makes this collectio n
read like listening 10 a record:
each story starting and landing o n
a differcnl note by evoking a wide
range o f cmo1ions 1hrough the
story 's imagery and character!\.
"I definitely wo uld like 10 think
of it like an album wh~r~ o m·
s1ory is a sad one and lhis o lht•r
one is dctinilcly m or~ upbe:H."
Mcno said.
A cenlral I he m~ to many of tlw
slorics in Bluebird< is love and
how il can mak ~ or br~ak a p~r
son 's life, and IHJ\\ a pt' rson can
pro ve their 1..1v~ to smncmh.' .
According to Mcno. Blucb mb "
partly his way of pro1 ing hiS ''" ,.
l(>r his wtlc. Kort•n. for " hit'h 1lw
collcclion IS <k dicmcd ln.

See Meno, Page 17

NEWs&NoTEs
here's a line I love in
Ferris Bueller s Day Off,
during the pool scene
when Cameron is sitting catatonic
on the diving board.
"At one time or another, everybody goes to the zoo," Sloan tells
him.
OK, so when you think about it,
the line seems a little silly- what
does it mean to "go to the zoo,"
anyway? But Sloan has a point. In
American culture, flipping out is
viewed as a sign of weakness. We
are expected to hold back our
emotions for the sake of being
productive and avoiding embarrassment.
This is difficult.
Whether we're dealing with the
pressures of school, problems
with parents or turbulent relationships, letting those emotions out
in the open and embracing the
stress, the hurt, the shock or whatever the feeling is an important
step in overcoming them.
Last week, I flipped out in a
manner I have not done in years.
While I have since worked out
those problems and am in relatively high spirits now, my anxieties
got the best of me. Over the
course of four days I ate the
equivalent of a light lunch, slept
the equivalent of one night's rest
and fell about two days behind in
my schoolwork.
Needless to say, none of this is
healthy. By the afternoon of the
fourth day I had chest pains and a
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Welcome to the Zoo

IN THIS ISSUE

By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief

I

headache, and I felt like I could
pass out at any second. My classes were torture. I felt claustrophobic sitting at a confining desk for
three hours, and I could barely
concentrate on the lectures and
discussions. I was pretty much
useless.
Riding the Brown Line home, I
would become stir crazy, counting
the stops until I could step off the
train into the fresh air. But, by the
time I made it back to my apartment, I would break down. I had
trouble sitting still. Frequently I
would find myself pacing aimlessly about my studio, but after
doing this for a couple minutes, I
would become woozy and need to
lie down on my pull-out bed.
Lying down, though, would
become uncomfortable, and I
would stand up and start the cycle
over.
Much of my time was spent
with friends-in person and on
the phone--talking out my issues,
Iike they were my personal
shrinks. (By the way, if you all are
reading this, thanks.) I even went
to work as much as two-and-ahalf hours early so I wouldn't torture myself at home.
Sound crazy? It sure was. I didn 't feel like myself. But it was
necessary. Bottling up my emotions might have allowed me to
concentrate on my work (not to
mention my sleeping and eating),
but in the long run, it would have
been more devastating. Those

feelings would have just eaten
away at me until I was no longer
capable of functioning. Maybe the
quality of my work would have
been better initially, but over time
I would have been forced to face
the growing pain in my heart.
Acknowledging my anxiety up
front was like a personal exorcism, cleansing me of my bad
feelings so I could deal with any
complications in the future.
Luckily, my life is getting back
on track, and I know that if any
other problems come up at a later
date, I will be able to overcome
them. But this would not be possible if I did not react the way I did;
my emotions then would just be
an accumulation of those I had
stored up from this breakdown.
Though others tell us that it is
better to restrain your feelings
than release them all at once, this
is not actually necessary. After all,
if those feelings were ones of joy
rather than pain, we would
encourage people to express them.
That doesn't mean that venting or
fl ipping out works for everyone,
but it does mean that we all must
deal with our emotions in the way
we believe will make us feel better.
In other words, a trip to the zoo
can be nice on occasion.

mentary
Word
Beat

Announcements
DanceMrica Chicago 2005
Celebrate the I 5th anniversary of DanceAfrica
Chicago with what they say will be one of the most
impressive performances in its history. The
DanceAfrica 2005: Sankofa lineup includes Ndere
Troupe from Uganda and Prophets of Da City from
South Africa, as well as local favorites from the
Muntu Dance Theatre and Deeply Rooted Dance
Theater. The performances will be Oct. 21 through 23
at the Chicago Theatre, 175 N. State St. For more
information. visit www.colum.edu/festivalsldanceafrica.

Text Book
The Museum of Contemporary Photography welcomes photographers Jeffrey A. Wolin and Larry
Heinmann as they discuss their participation in "'Text
Book: Notes Around the Margins. "'The event will be
held in the Ferguson Theater of the Alexandroff
Campus Building, 600 S. Michigan Ave., from 6 p.m.
to 8 p .m. Oct. 19. The book is being published by the
Midwest Photographers Project Artists: Industry of
the Ordinary. The event is free. For more information,
call the Museum of Contemporary Photography at
3 I 2-663-5554.

- jdanna@colum.edu

Are you taking part in any
of the J-term classes?

Campus News

Big Mouth Open Mic
The Big Mouth Open Mic Series is at it again with
the "Acoustic Music and Live Band Night." Big
Mouth showcases the diverse talent of Columbia students. The open mic will be held Thursday, Oct. 20
from 6:30p.m. to 10 p .m. in the Hokin Annex of the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Signup is first come, first serve on the day of the event, or
can be done in advance. Each band will have the
chance to play two songs. For more information, or to
sign up in advance call Sharod Smith, 312-344-7188.

Artist Talk: Greg Allen

"I heard there was a trip to Austria that
I 'd be interested in, but/ didn 'I really
read into iL"

"I 'm not going to take any classes, I just
want to chill out after my first semester of
real college. "

- Robert Bowman, sophomore,
film production

- Danielle Desjardins, freshman,
journalism

Greg Allen, founder of the Nco-Futurists will be
talking with students Oct. 18, from 6 p.m. to 8 p .m. in
the Il04 Center, 1I04 S. Wabash Ave., Room 504.
The talk will kick off this year's Glass Curtain
Gallery(fiCTOC performance workshop. Allen will
discuss his work with the Nco-Futurists, his solo work
and what it means to create non-fiction performance
art. For more information, call Ronda Dibbern, 312344-6650.

Inconvenient Stories
The Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S.
Michigan Ave., presents "Jeffrey A. Wolin :
Inconvenient Stories," running through Dec. 13. The
exhibit brings together imuges nnd interviews from
vcternns of the Vietnam Wnr. The photographs chronicle vets who hnve survived with memories that have
nllccted them since the wnr ended . For mot\' it!formation, call the Museum of Conlt'lllfXII'tlt')' Photogmph)\
312-663-5554

THE

"I've h eard about the J -term, but it
dt'pend,y on what cla,r u.Y are 11jJued. "
- !':lena <.:rlmmln1,
lllph!lmflrt:, r.. hlnn dull(n

"I don't really kntJw what J -term IN."
- llcnjamln Andis, 1ophomore,
ar•phlc delll(n

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's news
desk at (312) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu.
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J-term offers creative,
intensive courses
Students can earn
credit during their
winter breaks
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

Mohawks for Charity organizer Zaidy Gomez, a senior marketing m a jor, w atches senio r g raph ic
design majors Justin S iddons and Shannon Fary s have the heads of Anna Hryniewicka , a freshman fine arts major, and Trevor Dertz, junior computer animation majors.

A cut above the rest
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor
Mohawks are more than a fashion statement for some Columbia
students.
Columbia's Hokin Annex , in
the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave., was transformed into a barbershop on Oct.
I I , when students traded in their
traditional
hairstyles
for
Mohawks during the Mohawks
for Charity event that raised close
to $700 for the Red Cross'
Hurricane Katrina relief fund.
"We didn't really have a goal,
to be honest," said senior marketing major Zaidy Gomez, who
helped organize the event. "We've
raised more money than we
thought we were going to."
About 20 students walked away
with Mohawks and temporary
Red Cross tattoos on their scalps;
two of those students were
female. The minimum donation
from participants was S 15, which
included the haircut and a T-shirt.

Students were able to sign up
two weeks prior and acqu ire
donations through s ponsorship
from
friend s
and
famil y.
Mohawks for Charity raised $300
of the total from wal k-in donations.
"We had individuals raise over
$I 00, and to me, that was astonishing in itself," said Justin
Siddons, a senior graphic design
major and head organizer of
Mohawks for Charity.
Trevor Dertz, a junior computer
animation major, raised $55 from
fellow Columbia students and
said he was happy about his
Mohawk.
" I thought it was just a really
great, c reative idea to raise money
for charity," he said. " I just decided to go for it."
The event was sponsored by
Columbia's
Residence
Life
Office, which provided money for
T-shirts, food and supplies.
Siddons said he presented the idea
for Mohawks for C harity, which
developed from a conversation

with his friends, to Jason
Ferguson, coordinator of student
relations, and from there it snowballed.
Siddons and Ferguson had
worked together before, because
as
a
resi dent
adviso r
in
Columbia's
residence
ha lls.
S immons often has to plan events.
" Immediately I knew it was a
go," said Ferguson , who is also a
barber. ''He's always coming up
with neat ideas that are somewhat
risky, but appropriate."
Siddons was excited about how
well Mohawks for Charity was
received, saying that it went even
better than anticipated.
"We had a lot of people come in
wondering w hat was going on,
and they were ready to cut their
hair at that moment," Siddons
said.
Benjamin Schipp, a senior film
major, said Mohawks for Charity
is the most interesting way of
fundraising he had ever heard of.
" I've never had a Mohawk and I
said, 'Why not?"'

For the first time at Columbia,
students can use their winter
break to gain extra credits.
Colum b ia's new academic
calendar includes a January session, known as J-term, in which
students can take an intensive
three-week-long course from
Jan . 2 to 21 to gain three to four
c redit hours.
"If you want to get in a three
hour course in three weeks and
take a full load in the normal
s pring semes ter, you can get
more hours in and graduate
quicker," sa id Marvin Cohen,
director of the records office.
J-term course schedules will
be available through Oasis on
Oct. 26. For financial aid purposes, J-term is considered to be a
part of the spring semester,
therefore students will be able to
register for J-term courses s tarting Nov. 7 when spring semes ter
registration begins .
Students w ill be limited to taking up to four c redit hours during
J-term. Since J-term credits add
into spring semester credit hours,
if a student 's credit hours equal
more than 16 during the spring,
they will be charged extra per

c redtt hour tr{)tr. the J-i.:;m. ·
J -term and its options haven't
been ad vertised much around

campus. with Oasis providing little general information about the
January session.
" It 's like anything else [that]
takes time to get organized, and
information is corning out now,''
Cohen said.
Jan
Garfield ,
associate
provost and vice president of
academic affairs, believes Jte rm opportunities ha ve not
been advertised as well as they
should have been since this is
the first year fo r J-term.
"In the future, infom1ation will
be communicated well in advance
of the term," Garfield said.

Because this is the pilot of the
J-term , only I 0 departments ,
including Journalism, Interactive
Arts and Media, Engl ish,
Television, Theater, Liberal Arts
and Sciences, Arts Entertainment
and Media Management, Fiction,
Film
and
Video,
and
Photography will be offering
courses. A few J-term courses are
a little less o rdinary.
The Journalis m Department is
offering a split-level course for
undergraduate and graduate students re porting on international
affairs from Washington, D.C .
For the fir st week of the
course, students will learn about
Washington. and current political issues. Then they will spend
a week in Washington where
they will visit historical buildings and meet with seasoned
politi cal reporters and historians.
Rose
Economou
of the
Journalism Department said that
it is imperative for students who
want to become general assignment
reporters
to
know
Washington D.C.
"It may help students make up
their mind about what they want
to do and what they want to spec ialize in," Economou said.
"They may even decide to work
in Washington."
According to Economou, if
this trip is successful it may
s park an inte rnational journal-

- ;sm-progr·am.

- ·----- -

In the future. study abroad
programs will be available during J-term .
"The plan for January session
in the future is that it will be an
excellent time for students to
study abroad," Garfield said.
The Interacti ve Arts and Media
department is also putting a creative spin on J-term. Columbia
students will have the chance to
gain team building skills through
a course called McCarthy
Technologies Boot Camp, which
was deve loped by former
Microso ft executives. Corporate
offices often train employ ees
See J-te rm, Page 8

Humanitarian speaks at Columbia
Kathy Kelly talks about her
experiences with Voices in
the Wilderness
By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor
Kathy Kelly is a small woman with a big
voice. She shares that voice as part of
Voices of the Wilderness, a campaign that
works to break United Nations sanctions on
Iraq that she said does more damage to
women and children than the despotic
rulers of Iraq.
Kelly, founder of Voices in the
Wildemess, came to speak to Columbia students Wednesday afternoon in the 1-lokin
Annex o f the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Voices in the Wilderness was formed
after Kelly was invited to join a peace team
in 1990. The team traveled to Iraq and
formed e ncampments a round the country.
After that trip, Kelly said s he forgot abo ut
what was happening in Iraq until infant

mortality statis tics started coming out.
"The statistics said that there might be as
many as 500,000 children under the age of
five who died in Iraq. These deaths were
directly related to the sanctions," she said.
"A number of us who had been in Iraq said,
'If we 're not going to try to do something
about this, who did we think would?"'
The group knew they were not equipped
to be a humanitarian aid group, they didn't
have the funding. However, they knew
about the effects of nonviolence from thei r
previous efforts. When they tried to come
up with a way to get around the sanctions,
they decided the best way would just be to
break them. So members of Voices in the
Wilderness traveled to Iraq wi th food,
water and medicine and spent their time
helping the Iraqi people.
Kelly believes very strongly in taking
responsibility, something she thinks the
Unite States should do in regard to the sanctions placed on Iraq and the environmental
damage caused by America's reliance on oil.
She said students like those at Columbia are
going to be the ones to help change the

world.
"What we need is genius, skill and ingenuity to deal with the crisis and learn to
change our li festyles," she said. "Columbia
is one of the best schools in the country for
diversity and creativity." Students and
activists can come up with a sol ution, she
said.
Kelly practices what she preaches,
though. She has been in federal prison four
times, including once for planting corn on a
Midwest missile silo. She's been m county
jails and been arrested and detained at least
60 times total. Kelly has taken about two
dozen trips to Iraq and has already clea red
her calendar to go again in January.
Louis Si lverstein, the coordinator for the
Civic Respons ibility and Engagement
Committee, which brought Kelly to
Columbia, said she defines a very unportant way to live life.
" I always say, 'Don't tell me what you
believe. Tell me what you do each day, and
I ' ll tell you what you believe,'" he said.
Mauricio RubloiThe Chron1cle
Silverstein is a personal friend of Kelly Kathy Kelly shares her experiences at
See Kelly, P age 7 Columbia's Hokin Annex on Oct. 12.
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Student Concert Series
7:00PM

!

WednesS!ay October 19

Stude~t Jam, Jammin' on Jazz
Freshrflan (woman) Jam Only
12:30 t M

" Micheli in Concert
Lorenzo
7:00PM
Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for students.
Admission is free with Columbia 10

Thursday October 20

Music Publishing with Finale
Master class with
John Blane and Thomas Gunther
12:30 PM

Wor'ld :3tlldiies Frogtarn ~llal.¥:uxatton
~, i)CtotJe:t· 24th, ··
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Time's moving fast.
0

Our able hands
are on the clock.

3

0

0

- Is your writing
going slow?

t he

· ··!f; · ·

Columbia ColleWJ

\\ttths CtJriter
I

33 E. Congress, Surte 100 3 12 .344.81:30
www.colum.edu/ undergraduato/ongllah/wrltfngcenc./hotnc.html

Campus News

ADVERTISEMENT

It has been 6 months since Columbia College appealed the
National Labor Relations Board decision concerning .J I
challenged (uncounted) ballols of lhe October 200./ eleclion.
The ou/come ofthe election will no/ he resoll·ed unlil a decision
on 1he appeal is issued. Please read our pelilion he/ow. In 1he
weeks ahead. the Uniled Slajf of Columbia College will he
asking staj]:facu/ly and s/udent lo sign our pelilion lo our U. S.
House and Senale represenlalives seeking /heir help. We will
jiJrward /he signed petilions lo our congressional de/ega/ion.
We will no/ send a copy /o I he College.

Mauricio RubioiThe Chronicle

Performers drum during a DanceAfrica 2005 meet-and-greet at Columbia's
Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave ., on Oct. 13.

Dance:
Artists from all over
the world to perform
Continued from Front Page
groups. This year, DanceAfrica has a variety
of acts ranging from Ndere Center Troupe
Foundation, a Ugandan traditional dance
troupe, to Prophets of Da City, a South
African hip-hop, breakdance and rap act.

Kelly:
Activist addresses
human rights issues
Continued from Page 3
and thinks that she brings an important view
to the students to whom she speaks.
"She presents an alternat ive perspective to what's going on in the world in
terms of how government policies affect
other people." he said. " It's a perspecti ve
that's usually very first hand. I think the
students appreciate the fact that Kathy
has stepped out of the crowd and made
them realize that they, too, can step out of
the crowd, should they choose to do that. "
Stephanie Pitzer, a sophomore journalism major concentrating in reporting on health, sc ience and the e nvironment , attended the speech with her
Middle Eastern history class. She said
listening to Kelly was both eye-opening and inspiring.
"When she was talking about the
bombing of houses, the conditions of the
people having nothing to eat- the

Activist Kathy Kelly speaks about
human rights issues at Columbia's
Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on
Oct. 12.

Rwangyezi Stephen, the executive director
of the Ndere troupe, said it is an honor for his
group to be invited back to DanceAfrica.
"For us to be invited back shows a sense of
appreciation," he said. " It's important to keep
the linkage between Chicago and Africa.
That cable helps to keep the energy flowing."
DanceAfrica Chicago performances w ill
be Oct. 2 1 to Oct. 23 at the Chicago
Theatre, 174 N. State St. Davis said that
everyone can take a lesson away from the
performances.
" Life is too beautiful to waste," he said.
"People should dance more."
descriptions she gave were not something
you can find in the paper," she said. " Her
speech caused me to think that I' II take
more action , report on not only politics,
but pollution; how the bombing affects
the environment."
Kelly expresses her anti-war beliefs in
other aspects of her life. She hasn't paid
income taxes for 25 years, a decision she
said was partially inspired by the nuns at
the Catholic schools she attended as a
child.
"The nuns I knew as a kid never had
any sign of wanting to accumulate personal wealth," she said. "That made a big
difference in my life. I became a war tax
resister while I was teaching religion."
Kelly decided to lower her sa lary so
she wou ld not have to pay federal or state
taxes. She thought it was hypocritical to
teach about disarmament and then pay for
those programs with her tax money.
Kelly also encouraged students to think
about where their mo ney is going.
" Big banks don't deserve a dime from
any student at Columbia if they are going
to invest that money in structures that are
going to pollute the environment or help
to build weapons or further deplete th e
declining energy resources," she said. " I
don ' t think students owe the government
or big corporations one dime, and I hope
they all stiff them ."
Kelly has been nominated for three
Nobel Peace Prizes for her work in end ing
the sanctions placed on Iraq. In 2000, she
was co-nominated with Denis Halliday, a
former U.N. Assistant Secretary-General
and Humanitarian Coordinator in Iraq. In
1998 he resigned his position as a sanctions
enforcer.
Kelly is proud to have been nominated,
but wishes the suffering had never happened.
" I feel squeamish and uncomfortable
that I may have made a name for rnysel f
out of the ir sufferi ng," she said. "On the
other hand, if you didn 't go out there and
talk about what was imposing that suffering, people might not know."
Kelly said that most Americans don't
reali ze all they have. It 's up to us, she
said, to consume less energy and to not
support government that wages war to
control fuels.
"To those to whom much is g iven,"
she sai d, "much is expected."

US of CC Petition to the
Illinois Congressional Delegation
In September, 2004, the United Staff of Columbia College,
IENNEA (US ofCC) petitioned the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) for a union representation election . It was
the culmination of months of hard work by the College
staff who sought to preserve what they liked about their
jobs while making changes in areas that called for improvement.
An election was set for October 14, 2004.
When it came time for the College to produce an e ligible
voters list, a significant number of names were omitted.
Our union tried to meet with the administration to
straighten out the list, but the phone calls went unanswered.
As a result, many people who came to vote did so under
challenge. Consequently, there were 60 challenged ballots,
causing the election outcome to be undetermined.
The actions of the College sent the parties into a hearing
before the regional NLRB. The hearing officer decided
that at least 41 o f those challenged at the polls were
e lig ibl e. We are confident that, if these ballots are counted,
the m ajority of votes were for union representation .
Furthermore, the NLRB decis ion concluded that the behavior
of the College prior to the e lection was unacceptable; and
that if the tina! vote tally did not result in a union v ictory a
new election could be held immediately.
Unfortunately, the Coll ege refused to accept this ruling and
appealed the case to the NLRB in Washington. The NLRB
appeal process is notoriously s low. It has a lready been s ix
months since their appeal. We believe that Columbia
College has appealed this case s imply as a delay ing tactic
designe d to weaken our resolve and thwart democracy.
The merits of their case g ive them no reasonable hope of
success. This is w hy we are sending you this petition and
asking for your help.
We th e undersigned. as your constitue nts, ask you to do all
that is in your power to speed the NL RB along in the ir
consideration of this case; n:m inding them that the ir
purpose is to ensure that co llective bargai ning happens in a
fair and equitable fas hion. The NLRB should not be used
to deny citizens their right to unionize.
We the undersigned trus t that our elected officia ls wi ll
respond to the needs of those they represent. We thank you
in advance for putting the needs of the people you serve
first.
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Disabled students given
n ew chances to excel
Students with disabilities receive help from
fellow classmates
By Jamie L. David
Staff Writer

asked to provide a vo lunteer to
take notes for the student with
the disability. The student who
volunteers has to come to 33 E.
Congress Parkway, suite 520,
with the note taker form and fill
out another form so they can get
paid $75 at the end of the semester. Students with disabilities
including Attention Deficit
Disorder, deafness, blindness,
learn ing disabilities and psychological disorders can qualify for
the service.

Katherine Rankin is living
with dyslexia. The fi lm and
video major sometimes struggles
in class at Columbia, finding it
difficult to listen to a lecture and
write things down at the same
time.
"I don 't have a problem
"I may take certain words and
apply it to a scientific or mathesaying that I have a dismatical theory when it's supability. It's just a f ear of
posed to be applied to an artistic
students singling you
or creative theory," Rankin said.
out, patronizing you or
The Conway Center offers an
making fun of you."
accommodation to students with
disabilities like Rankin 's called
- Katherine Rankin,
"the note taking service." Any
film a nd video major living
student who volunteers as a note
with dyslexia
taker can help disabled st udents
and get paid up to $7 5.
Rankin said after four years of
"I would definitely help and
give my notes," said Sarah providing this accommodation,
Fuhrer, a journalism major. she sees it as crucial for students
'This is something worth doing, who have a hard time memorizbecause $75 is a lot of money for ing sentences and writing them
a college student. Also because down at the same time.
" It helps me prepare for
it's for a good cause-to help
midterms, fina ls and reading
students with disabilities."
Suzan Snook, coordinator of material," Rankin said. " I look at
Services for Students with the note takers' outline of thei r
Disabilities (SSD), said any stu- notes and help try to apply them
dent with documentation of his to mine when I take notes."
Some students might be afraid
or her disability can have access
to the note taker service. The to discuss thei r disability with
organization sends a note taker their professors or other stuform to the instructor, who is dents. Rankin said she is not one

of them.
"Certain students I don't mind
tell ing," Rankin said. "I don't
have a problem saying that I
have a disability. It's just a fear
of students singling you out,
patronizing you or making fun of
you."
Under the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 and Americans With
Disabil ities Act of 1990, the college is required to allow auxiliary aids and services for a student with a disability.
Snook agrees that th is is an
important service for students
with disabili ties. Either it is difficult for them to listen and take
notes at the same time, or their
handwriting is hard to read. She
said, the opportunity to help out
another individual is an important aspect of be ing in a college
environment.
"To be part of the college, to
help others, it's a microcosm of a
bigger world where we work by
participating in helping others
and, unfortunately, getting paid
for it," Snook said.
Other than the note taking
assistance, students with disabilities also have the opportunity
fo r extended time on tests, taking tests in a designated area,
obtaining books on tape and
flas hcards provided by SSD.
" I know some students were
provided with computers who
don't have access at home or live
out of state, sometimes extens ions on papers or assignments
within the class," Rankin said.

Designing excellence

Michael JareckVThe Chronicle

Columbia student Grant Sabin receives T he Michael Maggio
Emerging Designer Award at the Chicago Shakespeare
Theater at Navy Pier on Oct. 11. The scholarship is awa rded
through the 12th annual Merritt Award for Excellence in
Design and Collaboration program .

J-term:
Creative classes
offered during
winter break
Continued from Page 3
through this course.
"This is a week-long intensive
teambuilding experience," said
Dave Gerding, an instructor in the
Interactive Arts and Media
Department.
Duri ng the wee k, students
will work together using creative management consultant
and team-building techniques to
develop and ship a product wi th
in five days.

Gerding says the days will
be long for students, but it
will be a worthwhile experience. At the end of the week ,
students wi ll recei ve a profess ion al
certificate
from
McCarth y Techno logies that
will show employer s th ey
kn ow how to work with a
team. The idea behind the
workshop is to cr eate a greater
output when people work
together than they would produce individually.
Although courses offered
during J-term 2006 will be
limited, class sizes will not be
crammed, according to Cohen,
because enrollment for these
CQurses is limited. Information
about J-term courses will be
out this week.
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Fight against discrimination resumes at Stanford
include racial discrimination.
Complainants who still work at
Stanford did not want to be identiAfter a four-year hiatus, the U.S. fied because they fear their jobs
Department of Labor has resumed would be threatened.
They said they were relieved that
its probe into discrimination allegations at Stanford University, send- the investigation is resuming,
ing investigators onto the campus although they were frustrated that it
to review employment 'records of has taken so long. Many said their
careers have been stressful since
women and minorities.
The investigators are reviewi ng filing the complaint. Several are
files that contain information about alleging having been victim to
salaries and promotions. They will retaliation during the past two
then analyze their data to see if years.
The delay also means that some
Stanford, a rec ipient of federa l
money, complied with federal anti- faculty members have settled their
individual disputes with Stanford
discrimination laws.
The investigation of four schools and withdrawn from the complaint.
at Stanford, including the schools Although the federal investigation
of medicine and law, was launched is proceeding anyway, based on the
in 1998 when several dozen fru s- original complaints, some faculty
trated female faculty members members said they feel vulnerable
brought a 400-page complaint to and fear their case is diminished.
the U.S. Department of Labor Several have left the university.
"To see, after eight years, so little
alleging gender discrimination.
The complaint later expanded to has happened, it makes you feel
By lisa M. Krieger
(KRT)

powerless," said former law professor Linda Mabry, one of the initial
complainants, who has since left
the university. "Over the years,
people feel pressure to fold-to
leave Stanford or settle their disputes individually. People have to
eat, they have to pay rent."
Former senior research scientist
Colleen C rangle, also an early
complainant, said she thinks it's
wonderful that an investigation is
finally under way. " I thought it
might take even longer."
Crangle won a federal case
against Stanford in which she
claimed she had been laid off in
retaliation for the complaint.
Stanford appealed the jury's verdict, which was set aside when the
university reached a settlement
with Crangle. She has since left
Stanford and founded her own
bioinformatics company.
"At first, I hoped it would help
what happened to me," Crangle

Student papers burned at Morehead
By Art Jester
(KRT)
Three
Morehead
State
University students have been
charged with allegedly burning
approximately 7,000 copies of
the student newspaper to ha lt the
appearance of an article about an
alleged sexual assault, according
to the student paper 's website,
trailblazeronline.net, and a university news release.
University police brought
charges of third degree criminal
against
Danielle
mi schief
Brown, 22; Andrea Sharp, 22;

and Jennie Williams 20; all of
Mo rehead, Minn.
The Trail Blazer reported that
university police were investigating a report of criminal mischief at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraterni ty house after the copies
of The Trail Blazer were reported stolen.
The newspapers were taken
from 3 I on-campus and 15 offcampus sites.
The Trai l Blazer reported that
an unknown caller phoned the
paper 's office o n Sept. 22.
T he caller was upset about an
article on an alleged o ff-campus

sex ual assault involving a
Morehead State student on Sept.

18.
"The caller said if The Trail
Blazer did not retract the story,
the papers would be stolen and
destroyed," the paper reported in
a story by its editor, Ashley
Sorrell.
Sorrell reported that Tra il
Blazer staff members "gathered
evidence that the papers were
burned at the off-campus fraternity house."
Morehead city police are still
investigating the alleged offcampus sexual assault.

said "But as time went by, I took ized and subjective. Complainants
the long view. I knew it wouldn't may not have many colleagues
change in time to make a difference with whom they are truly matched.
for me. What matters is that it
"We would like to strongly reitchanges in time for our daughters." erate Stanford's deep commitment
The reason for the delay is to gender equity across campus,"
unknown, because the depart- said Kate Chesley, associate direcment's Office of Federal Contract tor of university communications.
Compliance Programs does not In 200I , Provost John Etchemendy
reveal information regarding open created a committee addressing
cases. Stanford, like the Labor gender equality for female faculty,
Department, did
Chesley said.
not want to disThe commit"To see, after eight
cuss the specifics years, so little has haptee, chaired by
of the review.
pened, it makes you feel law professor
Some feared
Deborah Rhode,
powerless. "'
that the Bush
found that male
administration
and female faculplayed a role; a - Linda Mabry, former ty members are
few said they Stanford University law equally satisfied
professor
wished the delay
with their profeshad lasted longer,
sional lives and
in hopes of Democrats regaining have earned tenure at the same rate.
the White House.
No significant gender difference
In the years since the complaint emerged in compensation and
was filed, Stanford has made some research support when controlled
progress in its efforts with women for factors such as position and senand minorities, said Kay Lucas, a iority, Chesley said.
San Francisco attorney who repreIn addition, Stanford president
sents a number of the complainants John Hennessy has signed an
in various stages of litigation agreement with other institutions in
against the university.
which they committed themselves
" We' re seeing better things hap- to working toward gender equity
pen at Stanford while this is pend- for women faculty in science and
ing," Lucas said. ''I'm seeing things engineering.
happen that I know would not have
The president and provost are
happened four or five years ago. implementing new ways to
But there are still a lot of problems. improve the status of women, and
They won't stop hearing from me the dean of the medical school has
until they do things right."
created a new position of senior
Investigations of discrimination associate dean for diversity and
at universities are harder and more leadership.
time-consuming to conduct than at
As the investigation continues,
assembly lines or other workplaces, "we' ll be watching closely,"
Lucas noted. A university's stan- Crangle said. "Most of us will not
dards and criteria for advancement receive anything from it. But it will
can be nebulous. Tenure and-pro- be good for future generations, and
motion procedures are decentral- good for Stanford."
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[C...]S?ru:.es 'Presen.ts
BIG MOUTH OPEN MIC

TtiiE STUDENT CENTU:S AftD GIU.l.IERIES Of COLUMBIA COLLEGIE CHICAGO

BAND NIGHT
Current [C]Spaces Exhibitions
GLASS CURTAI N GALLERY

10.20.05

1104 S WABASH AVEN UE
HOURS: 10 AM · 5 PM TUESDAY. WEDN ESDAY AND FRIDAY AND
10 AM · 7 PM ON MONDAY AND THURSDAY

Speci al Guests: More Life Experience
Hosted by Shira Hald

VIsual Constructions.: Photography by International
Alumni

Performances: 6:3()..10 pm

Septo m b~r

Open Mlc Sign Up 6:00·6 :30 pm

1 - Oct o'b er 1 4

Antli ~lol!!l, Mns<Jru N:akamoto, Cam;la 0 1artc
An inl crrtalton;ll exhibi tion pfimnri!y· <JX ~llori nil t h·l l rm~ dium of dig) tal
phOtography t iHough t hu wcHks of ColumbitJ College Chicago ah.Mni Ann\
Hol m I Dnnmar l1}. Ma~unJ Naka moto (.In pan). and: C'-lmi l<) Olarto (Cnfombia-l.
Cu tato<l by Greg '•'lol~.s.

Big Moutn Opon M1c Series: .A.coustic Music & Live Sand N1ght
A! I genres v;elcomel Lim1ted s!ots ava;lao le per genre,
Each band wi.ll receive t he op portunity to perform 2 songs.
Sign up ;n advance ·oy canmg 312 34 4 ..7188.
Back:·~ine equipment provided; Full Drum Kit, 2 Ouita' •\mos.. Bass
Amp, Ku rzell Keyboc;~rd pe..
Bring your own st rcks.

ss.

HOKIN GALLERY
623 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON FR I DAY

Sket chy IV

Talk the Walk
Wednesday, October 19, 2005, Spm to 8:30pm

Oct otter :17 - Ncwembor 4
Reception: Oc:tobtn 19, 5· 7
Sketchy· will includ e work from s tudents. ~t ;oft. and facuf!y <:> f Co!<mlbia
Collcg(> Chic;Jgo, Loose pa;w r s ketches and s~.<>tchl>voks wil l !Je vx !•ib;tnd .
' • Th·c c xhi!:Jotion lnt erHh w show thrz precess cf <na~ing art tlnd pm\' ldr~~
an tJpp.o r tur~ity fo r aR Of CollH'nbhl t o shnrv on.c of their i.H~isli~; pt OC fl'S.S f.'-t;,
Worlt cal!cctcd wil l r cvrD~t::nt 2D pl>rtruitll, 1<Jmh;c~J}u~. uust'<.JC.tiO<•!i, and
grnphics as W(~ll 3D sk(:tc hos lr<clutl int~ th<mtt!r. s~:t·. ill'd !ash·i<.>n tlnsign

HOKINANNEX
623 S WI\BASH AVE.NUE
HOURS. 9 A.M · 7 PM MONDA'\' · THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON fR IDAY

Col umb ia Florence

.1\ free shuttle wi ll lake guests along Wabash Ave. from the comer of
C'.O!\@'ess and Wabash to the co,ne( of 11t t\ St,eet .:md Wa iJash A¥~1.
ParH:ipati ng Galleries:
.r1+D Callery. C33 Ga!lery, Gente' tor Book and Paper 1\rts. Colurnb•a

Col lege Chicago Librar}•', Glass Cwt ain Gallery, Hoi<.in Annex. Hollin
Crlntnrn~torary .Prrotngrapily,

Ga'll€ry, M useu rn of

HUMAN EXHIBIT
A PERFORMANCE BASED EVENING WITH GREG ALLEN AND
S£LECTED COLUMBtA COLLEGE CHICAGO STUDENTS

Octot>er 17 • Novembur 23

Rernpclon: October 19.5 -7

Artist Talk with Greg Allen

This summer Columbia Co!legc Ch icago-studcn tG travolc<l to f>o roncc. ltary
wit h t11c Co lurnbra Arts,IF!orcncc Sumrnsr F'rt'!V<Hn. nw wm~ 0<1 vi t~w i n
COh;tl'!IJia FIO't'I1CC: The D crl~tl Cll Film wa~ P<OdUt't:d tl•)fing t hiS tiU!nrtiCt
<lf intt1nsivc!' study w~erc studen1s ccllnborntcd o~ photo,gr.tlllt1y, vh:loo nt::(t

TtlCS~ay.

Octoocr 18, 6t>m Roorn 504.1104 S. Wan<:+sh

Collaborative Performance
Friday, October 28, 7pm G1ass Curt<wl Galle r/. 1104 S. Wabash

CO!f;)gC.

Jorn ws for Human Exhi l)lt;, a col!abomt ;ve performance·based <Nerw·,g
w ith select ed Columbia College Ci11cago st udents. led b~· Greg Allen.
fou nder of tlw intcrnat lona!ly-rcnovmcd Neo.futuri'\>ts.

C33 GALLERY
33 E CONGRESS AVEN UE
UOtJRS: 9 AM · 7 FM MOND.oW · HIURSDAY AND 9 AM· 5 PM ON rR IDAY

Alumni Pe rmane nt Collection: Fi fteen Years of
Pai nting and Photography
October 17.... Novcmbor 14 . 2005
RC~'CUtion: Octol>cr 19. 5-7

.

""f\r-.1~

vJe.t!-~

Fo1 ttw f irst t ime [C ] Spao::<:s wUI present a sclr:o::tt:d bo dy of wm ~ fro<n •ts
15-~c<H ~cllcction in ill! c~hibi tion setting. Ttus small , but wo<lhv sch:ctitm
of painting ilnd photogru phy is u r etms;n~ct i ·•c of some of t he f inest illlr.l
•nost IIO!<:~!Jtc pieces ;n the collection.

H•Jman Exh1bit wi ll serve as tne cu!rnination of a two weel< long
resrdenc.y \•.11ere stuclents. under ttl£> gu1dance of !Wen. w11! Oi~ asl<etJ
to create work using their own actua: tivt>s and t>xperrences while
exploring t ii C line'> hctv-leen t r.Jt n/f,ct•on, <>Ct <!"'p_ipcrformmg, ;md a~t;
exhib,t ron•srn.

Greg AHenrs the fo,moer of The Neo FutL•nsts ()nd cre;:l\or o f "Too M ucl ~
Light Makes Tl'e Baby Go B l! nd" and over 50 ot her perfonnances th at
rave or:cn seen na tiom\'ldC. He has HHJght Neo ru~twsrn ilt u mvcrs-tler;
a nd theater programs across the country. He IS an awar d·w;n r,tng
playwrig;1tj d rrector and the rec!pi t>nt o f three grants fro m Hie Nation a'
EncJowment for t n 1~ Arts.
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Indecent proposals
he U.S. Constitution
grants Congress the
power to make laws,
but it's hard to imagine the
founding fathers had any
idea how blatantly that priv·
ilege would be exploited.
While legislation is often
passed with politicians prom·
ising to do and return favors,
congressional leaders as of
late have instead dug in the ir
nails and drawn blood to get
the votes they want from
those who fai l to toe the
party line.
If the process continues in
thi s forced manne r that
ig no res the pri nc iple o f
debate, a democratic government risks becoming a totalitarian one.
So despite the patriotis m
implied in the Gasoline for
Ameri ca 's Security Act o f
2005, it had a dinicult time
pass ing the GOP-controlled
House of Representati ves on
Oct. 7.
St ill ree ling fro m the
ind ictm ent of Re p. Tom
DeLay, a Republican from
Texas who was forced to step
aside as House Majority
leader, the GOP avoided the
defeat of one of its bills by
us ing a fam ilia r tactic:
stretching a vote to whate ver length s necessary to get
the legis lation approved.
Holding the vote th at
s hould have taken five m in·
utes open for nearly 50 min·
utes, R epublican leade rs
won a 2 12-to-2 10 approva l
for a measure opposed by
the National League of
C ities, nine state attorneys
general, most environmental organizations and groups
representing state officials

T

in charge of implementing
federal clean air require·
ments.
The GAS Act of 2005 was
drafted in res ponse to soar·
ing gasoline prices by Rep.
Joe Barton, a Republican
from Texas, after hurricanes
Katrina and Rita damaged a
dozen gulf region refineries
and cut off 20 percent of the
nation's domes tic gasoli ne
supply.
The idea is to encourage
the bu ilding of more refineries away from the Gulf
Coast, but the bi ll on ly uses
the hurricane devastation to
a d va nce proposals th e
ind ustry has sought for
years- o ften at the expense
of environ menta l regulations designed to protect
clean air.
The chaotic scene on the
House floo r that Friday saw
the Republican leaders hip
lobby to change as many
votes as necessary to force
the b ill throug h. Accordin g
to The New York Times, as
Democrats shouted for the
gavel to fall on the bill 's
defeat, Republicans De Lay,
Speaker of the Ho use J.
Dennis Hastert of Illino is,
and majority whip Roy
Blunt of Missouri individua lly pressed fellow GOP
representatives into changing the ir votes from " nay"
to "yea."
The tactics employed to
get the votes necessary fqr
approva l are hardly unprecedented. In July, the White
House used Vice President
Dick Cheney, two Cabinet
secretaries and the U.S. trade
representative to secure votes
for the Central America Free
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Trade Agreement, according
to CNN. After holding the
usually 15-minute voting
time open for an hour, House
leaders got the pact approved
by another two-vote margin.
And in November 2003,
CNN a lso reported that
President Bush made "sever·
a) middle-of-the-night phone
calls to wavering members"
for a Medicare bill that was
held open for nearly three
hours until the vote passed.
Bending Hou se voting
rules to jam through spec ial
interest legislation is bad
enough , but the GAS Act
seems to do no th ing fo r
th ose of us at the pump.
Worse yet, the bill allows
th e federal governme nt
mo re power in locat ing new
refineries despite objections
from states or the communiti cs. That' s of concern
because the leg islation a lso
limits the num ber o f different blends of g aso line and
diesel fu e l that refiners
wou ld be requ ired to produce to six, accordi ng to a
C BS News report, not the
" boutique" fu e ls that had
been used to meet c lean air
demands.
The GAS Act's concern
for consumers is as weak as
the concern House lead ers
had fo r th e rules they
abused to get it passed. That
much was evident by their
refusa l to amend the bill
with requirement s for
increased vehicle fuel economy from automakers.
While the name of the bill
claims it's helping America's
security, the manner of its passage hurts the country's sense
of democracy.

DON'T EVEN

TRINK

ABOUT IT!

Bringing a student on board
t has been more than a
quarter-century s ince a
s tudent las t served on
Columbia's board of trustees,
but an Oct. 6 proposal from
the Student Government
Association is hoping to correct that. We' re hoping, too.
As SG A President Vanessa
Torres noted in her proposa l,
the board of trustees included a student member for a
decade beginning in 1969.
But it's stunning that the
board has been deciding on
school matters without input
from a student representative
for so long.
New board chairman
Allen Turner could streng then his commitment to
improving student invo lvement by ens uring the
trus tees ado pt the proposa l.
Ultimately, there is very lit·
tie reaso n not to do so.
Decis ions on issues of
fund ra ising and prognom
deve lv pm ent at Co lum bi a
wou ld g reatly benefit from
the vpin ion~ of a bvard

I

member who also assumes
the responsibilities of being
a student. And s hould this
board member be elected. to
two-year term s by the stu·
dent body, the pos ition
would give Columbia's s tu·
dents a greater sense of
involvement with their institution . Additionally, the
board of trustees would be
better served by having a
member who can s peak from
the perspective of the stu·
dents.
We realize that a dec ision
to allow a student to serve on
the board wo uld come with
high demands and expectations, but we're confident
that Colum bia can offer a
s tudent to meet them .
Whether that means respecting the co nfidentiality o f
issues addressed at meetings,
or being requi red to serve on
com mittees j us t as other
board members do, a s tudent
can be, and is, capable of sal·
isfy ing whatever criteria the
board of trus tees has.

Of course, we also expect
that sho uld the board implement a student trustee, the
position would be used to
work with board members
on a wide variety of issues
and not dedicate all of their
time to just one. In other
words, the purpose behind
the SGA's task force for this
proposa l s hould not be
merely to create a nother
opportunity to play the same
bro ken-record request for a
s tudent center to suddenly
materialize on Co lumbia 's
campus. There are many
more issues on the board 's
p late that arc deserving o f
equal concern.
The board o f trustees
s ho uld approve the SG A
proposal and Co lumbia
s hould adopt a studen t board
member position once again.
As a result , students would
guin a s tronger voice for
their college and Columbia
would move a step forwurd
as u who le in creatin g
change.
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Steroids just part of the business of sports
By Jeff Cagle
Copy Editor

When things start to go wrong,
Americans can be quick to point
fingers and find someone to
blame. But who are we to blame
when it comes to the increasing
number of professional athletes
using steroids?
In an era when fans crave more
action, harder hits and longer
home runs, professional sports
players are continually getting
bigger, faster and younger-and
the paychecks getting exponentially larger. To cope with the
surge in demand, some professional athletes have turned to performance-enhancing supplements
and steroids to get an illegal
advantage over the rest of the
competition, with the most recent
and prevalent example being the
scandal surrounding Major League
Baseball.
This year, we have seen
Congress intervene into the professional sports world; at a congressional committee hearing in
March , Mark McGwire a nd
Sammy Sosa testified about alleged
steroid use, and Rafael Palmeiro
may have ultimately perjured himself by proclaiming, " I have never
used steroids. Period." He was
suspended Aug. 2 after testing
positive.
The Drug Free Sports Act,
recently approved by the House
Energy and Commerce Committee,
is a bill that vows to crack down
on illegal steroid use in professional sports by employing a
" three strikes" policy, which

includes random drug testing on
players at least five times per year.
A first positive test calls for a suspension without pay for half a season, a second calls for a full season suspension and a third calls
for a lifetime ban.
But what is pushing players to
risk prematurely ending their
careers by using steroids?

Michelle Wre may roll to
becoming the world's highestpaid professional female
golfer at the age of 16.
One only needs to take a look at
the makeup of a professional
sports team to realize how much
money can fuel the fire and shape
what happens in the sports world.
The New York Yankees were

recently knocked out of the playoffs despite their all-time high
payroll of nearly $210 million. It
isn' t really a surprise that five out
of the eight teams in this year's
playoffs are among the ten highest
payrolls in the league. When all is
said and done, the top- I 0 team
payrolls in major league baseball
top $ 1 billion.
Not to condone cheating in any
way, shape or form, but how can
the blame be solely on the players
for giving the fans what they
want? Yes, taking steroids is
cheating. Yes, it is dishonest. But,
to an extent, the end result of
steroid use is usually giving the
fans what they are asking for.
On top of the already ridiculous
amount teams pay players, fans
are always looking for the " next
big thing." Before athletes even
score their fi rst goal, get their frrst
slam-dunk or hit their first home
run, fans desire everything they ' ve
touched: their signature shoes,
their jerseys, their energy drinks.
Before Lebron James had even
been drafted to a professional basketball team , he had already, at 18,
successfully scored himself a $90
million endorsement deal with
N ike. That's $40 million more
than Allen Iverson's lifetime deal
with the company in 1996, $85
million more than Kobe Bryant's
initial deal with Adidas in 1997
and $87.5 million more than
Michael Jordan's first Nike deal in
1984.
Or how about Michelle Wie,
who at the tender age of 16 (as of
last week) is expected to make
nearly $10 million in her first pro-

fessional year, which would make
her the highest-paid professional
female golfer in the world?
Even the NHL is banking on a
teenager to carry the newlyredesigned league to great heights.
Sidney Crosby, the 18-year-old
Canadian phenomenon, has already
been likened to Wayne Gretzky and
Mario Lemieux. It only took him
two games to score his first goal as
a professional, but he didn' t even
need to touch the ice before signing a $2.5 million endorsement
deal with Reebok, on top of his
$850,000 annual salary from playing with the Pittsburg Penguinsa figure that could more than double depending on his performance
this season.
Perhaps the best example of
gross exploitation of young sports
superstars-to-be is that of IS-yearold Freddy Adu. At 14, he was not
only compared to Pele, who is
arguably the greatest soccer player
ever, but he also became the highest-paid player in American professional soccer with an annual
salary of $500,000. When he was
only I 0, he received an offer of
$750,000 to play for an Italian
soccer team.
Unfortunately, until sports fans
can take a minute to realize that
what we want is shaping the face
of sports and stop pouring hundreds of millions of dollars into
the business, sports will continue
to be plagued by scandal and
steroids, players will continue to
get even stronger, and it is likely
that $100 million contracts for
"the next big thing" will be all too
commonplace.

Feathered friends or feathered foes?
By Jenaer Dorsey Fischer

sary? Can' t there be the peace of
mind that a plan is in place without
the hype? Because really, it is diffiNot a day goes by this season that cult to know how worried one
we aren't reminded of the impend- should be.
ing avian ir)fluenza pandemic, or
Every year about this time, we
"the bird flu." The media has grad- are inundated with foreboding tales
ually increased their coverage of of flu strains that will wipe out
the potentially disastrous disease, masses of people. Last year, reports
and it seems we are on the cusp of of insufficient vaccines, and of an
bird flu mania. Just wait for the out- inevitable flu outbreak, created
break.
panic as people nationwide competThere are claims that when- not ed for a limited supply of flu shots.
if- it hits, this flu could wipe out as The issue blanketed news broadmany as 200 million people world- casts and papers; it even became a
wide, and that we aren 't even close feisty election topic between presito being prepared. Should we be dential candidates John Kerry and
worried, bracing for the worst? Or Bush. Eventually, flu season
is this j ust a bunch of squawk?
passed, never reaching the cataIt became quite apparent that a strophic levels of which we had
bird flu frenzy was rearing its ugly been warned.
head when President Bush held a
This go-around we have avian
press conference-interrupting a influenza A, a high ly-contagious
compelling episode of "Oprah" - and deadly disease infecting aniand addressed our government's mals, most commonly birds.
plan to combat the disease, should Government officials, health offian outbreak occur on American cials and scientists are most consoil. In light of current events, this cerned with a specific, highly pathseemed like an opportune time for ogenic strain of avian influenza A
our president to flex his muscles a called H5N I. This strain has
bit and show that he is, indeed, pro- crossed species and has been assotecting our nation.
ciated with human deaths in Asia.
Perhaps that is being a bit skepti- The World Health Organization
ca~urely there would be plenty
reported that at least 57 people had
of criticism to go around had there been killed by this particular strain
been no plan and our population of the bird flu between December
was hit with a wave of bird flu, but 2003 and August 2005. Reports
was a "we interrupt this broadcast"- indicate that these cases involved
style press conference truly neces- individuals who worked with poulCopy Editor

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators.
faculty or students.
All tex~ photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.

try, their family members and some
who worked in healthcare.
Scientists are concerned because
of the increased number of outbreaks in poultry in Asia, not to
mention the swift pace at which
infected birds are dying. But these
current poultry outbreaks are not
considered to be as deadly or as
dangerous for humans----even the
WHO states as much.
The word "pandemic" has been
tossed around quite a bit in reference to this strain o f the flu .
Pandemic is an ominous term that
refers to a global outbreak of disease, which could occur if a new
in fluenza A virus appears in
humans. Such an outbreak would
occur if the H5N I strain mutates
into an entirely new form that
would be easily passed from human
to human.
But so far, the strain has not success fully achieved this leve l. In
order to do so, bird and human
viruses would have to exchange
genes when a person is infected
with viruses from both species. It is
entirely possible. The famo us
Span ish influenza pandemic of
19 18, wh ich killed up to 50 million
people worldwide, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, was the result of a similar occurrence.
The media is quick to mention
this as also they drop the " P" word
and flash poultry-laden images.

Editorials are the opinio ns of the Editorial
Board o f The Columbia Chronic le.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).

Views expressed In t his pub lication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of Tho
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Col umbia College Chicago.

The chicken is becoming synonymous with life-threatening disease.
Yes, an influenza pandemic is a
harrowing thought. Not only do
such events cause illness and death,
but they also lead to economic and
social devastation on a global level.
Vigi lance is critical. But sensationalism is a disservice.
It is an honorable aspect of journalism to report potentially major
health threats; preparedness of our
society and government is critical
for any sort of disaster. There is
comfort in knowing a plan exists
should the worst happen. However,
overexposure of possible gloomand-doom creates cynics, and people soon start changing the channel
or turning the pages, because they
are sick of our government and
media crying wolf.
We can't live in fear. Look at the
recent New York terrorism hoax.
Resources, time and enjoyment of
life are wasted when we live in a
fearfu l society. Preparation and
education are necessary, but there
are plenty of things actually going
on in our country right now that
deserve equal press time and government attention. Causes that ordinary people can have an impact on
right now- poverty, racism, inadequate schools, domestic violence,
A IDS, etc. Fear paralyzes. And
spending another flu season in the
midst of media-induced fear is tor
the birds.
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and phone number All letters are edited for grammar and
may be cut due to a llm•ted space
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The Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224, Chicago, fl. 60605-1996.
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Roamin'
Numerals

300
Number of living and
dead birds found in the
Torrance, Calif., home
of Gerard Redmond
Enright Jr. on Oct. 12.
Animal control officers
raided the home and
found Enright, 61 ,
operating on a pigeon
he sedated with vodka.

$1.16
Amount of income tax
bill Deborah Combs
was arrested for failing
to pay in Loveland,
Ohio. Combs is scheduled to appear in court
on Oct. 20 for four
first-degree misdemeanors after failing to
file a return in 2000
and accruing $200 in
late fees over four
years .

115
Number of years an 80page handwritten working manuscript score of
Beethoven's "Grosse
Fuge" had been missing
before being discovered
by librarian Heather
Carbo in July on a shelf
at an evangelical
seminary outside
Philadelphia. The manuscript will be on display from Nov. 16 to
Nov. 19 at Sotheby 's in
New York.

Choice Cuts

''

"I have asked Michelle
if she wants more and
she said yes, if the
Lord wants to give us
some she will accept
them."
Former Arkansas state
representative Jim Bob
Duggar, 40, commenting
on a conversation he had
with wife Michelle, 39,
about having more children. Michelle gave
birth to the couple's 16th
child in 18 years on Oct.
II , all of whom has a
name beginning with the
letter ·'J ...
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COMING OCTOBER 2005

A new way for Columbia College students and parents to access
billing statements and pay online.

WHAT CAN CCCPAY DO?
~ The flexibility to view your bill

electronically 24 hours a day,
7 days a week via the internet
through the Oasis Portal

..
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~

~ The ability to pay your bill
(l)
'OJ)

c

ro

.r::.
(.)

electronically 24 hours a day,
7 days a week via the internet
through check or credit card"'
~The option to authorize third

parties to view and pay the
bill, such as a parent, guardian
or sponsor anywhere or anytime
~ Email notification when a new

~View your current bill plus a

history of bills online
~ Ability to access and print a

PDF of the paper bill
~ Immediate confirmation of

your payment

CCCPAY IS A SERVICE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Student Financial Services
Columbia College Chicago
600 S Michigan
Chicago, ll 60605
1-866-705-0200
sfs@colum.edu

PLEASE C:Ht:CK YOiiH OASIS I'MAII.
FOR UPDATES ON WHEN CCCPAY Y·1LL
I!E AVAILABLE AND HOW TO USE IT
01~ VISH OIJH WEBSITE Ar

V."t."W.colum.edu/ sfs tor mo1e deta1ls.

bill has arrived

•credil cards acccptcCJ w11/ mcludc MasterCard, 01scm-cr and American Express

anC1 1~11/ oo subject to a 2. ?5% ser~1cc charge.

Columbia~
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Nice
Package
Hi , my name is Todd, and I'm
addicted to packaging. If you wrap a
piece of crap stylishly enough, I will
buy it from you.
Most recently, my obsession has
focused on Apple products, but I think
I' ve always been this way. I remember
being enamored with the cool boxes of
my childhood toys, from the weird parallelogram-shaped Centurion cases, to
the awesome hidden slats-charts on the
back of Transformer boxes. I specifically remember fighting with my dad
when he threw away one of those
boxes. How else was I supposed to
know how strong Optimus Prime was?
I even wanted my food well-packaged. I will never forget the time
Happy Meals were encased in large,

hollow submarines perfect
for bathtub warfare. And
don't get me started on
candy. Divided Nerds boxes
gave you two different flavors neatly separated,
allowing you to mix them at
your own leisure. Bubble
Tape Gum packages made
perfect street-hockey pucks.
The '80s were fantastic for
packaging innovationskids these days are getting
so ripped off.
One would think that as
I've gotten older, I would
have
slowly
become
immune to such obvious
advertising/ merch and ising
schemes. I haven't, and the
products I've been tricked
into buying have steadily grown more
expensive. It was once action figures;
now it's custom Nikes. How can I possibly resist the luxury pull-out box and
velvet bag the shoes are shipped in? I
don ' t care what you say- that box
looks fant astic buri ed in the back of
my closet.
CDs and DVDs are also prime real
estate for elaborate packaging. Take
note, music industry: Fancy cardboard
sleeves with foldo ut artwork and fat
liner notes keep me from stea ling
music from the Internet.
It 's the DVD industry that showed
me that I'm not alone. The entire market is flooded with ridiculous theme
packages, from the stainless steel
Terminator 2 "ultimate edition," to the

Showgirls "VIP limited edition,"
which includes shot glasses and
pasties. There's even a Schindler s
List "collecto r's gift set," because,
apparently, the regular version didn ' t
capitalize on the Holocaust quite
enough.
Today, Apple is at the forefront of
my merchandising-induced consumption . I was an oblivious PC user for
most of my life, until I wandered into
the Apple store on Michigan Avenue. I
was floored by the beautiful design.
The company took it to a whole new
level- its products matched the store,
and everything was gorgeous. Two
months later, I walked out of that store
with a shiny new PowerBook, three
grand poorer, but completely satisfied.
The black and silver box that encased
my new laptop was sweet.
And that was only the beginning.
You should 've seen the grin on my
face a month later as I unwrapped my
iPod. The box not on ly matched my
PowerBook box, but unfolded in such
an innovative and downright awesome
way that I just had to save it. To this
day, it sits gathering dust in my living
room.
I' m convinced that a limited collector's edition of The Wo rd would
quadruple our readership. So (pending
clearance from management) coming
soon to a newsstand near you, The
Word Limited Edition will include
behind-the-scenes commentary by
myself, Hunter and Tiffany, deleted
scenes ( er, stories) and perhaps The
Word rub-on tattoos. Get ready.

I' d be the type to develop
elaborate plans to fi nd and
seduce Vince Vaughn
when he stroll ed into
town. but I'm quickl y
realizing that checking in
with the staff at Holiday
Club to see when he was
there last borders on
creepy.
What is it about public
figures that send the gen·
era! public into a frenzy?
If Vince Vaughn weren't
Vince Vaughn, I would
probably let him buy me a
drink and ditch him short·
ly after, but let 's not get
into the things I would let
the real Vince Vaughn do.

" Wow, those were crazy times," she
said, shak ing her head. "Crazy times."
I' m assuming people would screw
nasty Lars Ulrich for the same reason
they wou ld Bill Clinto n- money,
power and status. There has to be some
sick satisfaction from walking into a
room on the arm of a ce lebrity, no mat·
ter how obscure they are.
And I' m not immune. I have a
creepy, ongoing fasci nation with Scott
Lucas from Local H . He lives in
Chicago and I see him pretty often at
various bars in the c ity. l would have
to be quite trashed to make a move, but
I' m way too intimidated by him in
genera l. He has the whole " too cool"
thing going on. And hi s girlfriend
could pro babl y kick my ass.
Then there's my fr iend Don, who
knew a woman who went down on
Poi so n's Brett Michaels si mpl y
because, well , he was Brett Michaels.
"She liked Poison a lot," Don said.
Because to be the ultimate fan , you
must have oral herpes.
Ce lebrity is an interesting thing .
Most celebrities seem like crazy ass·
holes. but they can still get laid more

Who wants to
blow a millionare?
By

Jennifer Sabella

Lately I've been thinking a lot about
the decisions I make and how they
affect not only me. but the people I
love. You're probably thinking.
"Damn. bitch. save your spiritual
inner-struggle for Conscious Choice, "
but when my uber-liberal mother told
me to get rid of "that awful banana
picture " and begged me to go to
church with her on a recent visit home.
I decided it was time to re-evaluate.
"I don) mind reading about sluts,
cheating or hlowjobs. " my mom said.
"But do you really have to put that picture up there~ I 'd like to think you
weren 't the one giving the blowjohs. "
!Jiowjob or not, I figured I 'd give my
mom a break. So, mom, this column :v
{rJr you.
Ch1cagu isn't exactly we ll-known
for star-sight ings and high-profile resIdents, but lately I feel like there have
hecn rnore than usual. I ne ver thought

::Sigh::
My boyfriend (By the way, l have a
boyfr iend. T hat who le be ing si ng le
thing didn ' t go over too well .) interviewed the super-hot Claire Danes last
week for a story he's working on and
insisted she wanted to sleep wi th him .
" I'm telling you, the best time to try
and sleep with an actress is when
they're in a different c ity," he said.
"There are a bunch of fat , old, fi lm
critics talk ing to her. I walk in, it 's a
breath o f fresh air."
I wonder if he's righ t. When I went
to all-girls school, anytime a yo ung
man wa lked in, the gi rls wo uld huddle
around him like a bunch of horny rabb its waiting to get a fi x.
My co-worker Carrie also shares a
fascination with the rich and fi•mous.
She was a groupie for Metalli ca for a
few years in the ·~os and said she
carne c lose to s leeping wit h Lars once.

~ i~~~~~=~~~~~!~oo'!5~~~

than a bioengineering major with a

kick-ass record collection.
The cyc le is pretty ridiculous, and I
guarantee most groupies and celebstal kers probably regret their high-profile rendezvous. I suppose it all comes
down to our lc•scination with the unattainable.
T hen again, e ven the unattainab le
need a good blow job every so o tlen .
But don't worry, Mom- 1 won' t be the
one givi ng them.

(j)

Todd Burbo - tburbo@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8969
Hunter Clauss - hclauss@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8970
Tiffany Breyne - tbreyne@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971

Ratings Guide
So, Is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
use this handy
chart to find out.
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Complete Crap
Download It
Pretty Entertaining
Very Good
Word Up.
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Meno:
New book out in
mid-November
Continued From Front Page

" She really likes the s hon stories I write," Meno said. "So in
th is simple and personal way, a
lot of the shon sto ries are written
to amuse her or woo her."
Ko ren is also featured on the
cover of the shon s tory collection . Meno said that he would

like to have people he k nows on
the cover of h is novels not on ly
fo r good luck, but to have them
with him while he is on a book tour.
W hat makes Bluebirds a
remarkable collection is its sense
of balance.
"You want to have genuine
moments and tender moments
and sad moments. but it"s hard
for an audience witho ut balancing it out with humor,.. said Meno.
A s tory like " Happiness Will
Be Yours' accomplishes this by
adding a sense of humor to a
tragic situation. This s tory follows two child hood friends as
they recover fro m being k id napped in the ir youth . Meno
injects comedy into the situation

by showing how the two cope
with the situation- by going to a
children's amusement park
together o nce a year. What
makes this story h ilarious is that
the two friends continue to meet
at the amusement park as adults.
wh ich serves as a metaphor fo r
their relationship: not on ly are
they too old to be attending a
children's amusement park. but
they have also outgrown the1r
childhood friendship as well.
In add ition to workin g on
Bluebirds, Meno is a lso current·
ly work ing on a play titled "The
Boy Detective Fails:· which is
expected to be produced in May
2006 at the House Theatre. 4 700
N. Ravenswood Ave. The play is

BLUEBIRDS USED TO CROON INTHE CHOIR
J 0 E MEN 0 'H'Ai'Rs'irl'isa'f,i,fc'ilA 'MZ£o
1
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about a boy detective in the same
ve in as the Hardy Boys o r
Encycloped ia Brown. and it follows him as he grows up to face
his own personal mysteries when
his older sister dies.
Also in the works is a mov1c
adaptation of 11air.m•les of the
Damned. wh ich was p1cked up
by Focus Features. Meno was
approached by many nnw1e studios. but he felt more comfortable wit h Focus Features
because o f the quality of Its
fil ms.
such
as
Lost
111
Tra nslation.
"The first thing I said to their
writers was. ' I f you mak~
[G retchen] skmny. I'll come herr
and kick your ass .... Meno said.
The film adaptation 1s still in its
earliest stages. and m1ght not
come out for some tunc.
Despite how busy Meno may
appear. he says he still enJoys
working with the faculty and students of Columbia ·s F1cti o n
\\'riung Department.
··sometimes I feel cmbarra"cd fo r takmg a paycheck
because. bas1cally what I do IS
talk about what I love with my
students and I get to read their
s tones all the time," Menu sa1d.
Randall Albers. the chairman
of
the
F1ct1on
Wnting
Department, is also g lad to have
Meno as a full-time faculty member.
.. Joe 's work and hts accomplis hments arc ext raordinary at a
very young age by most standa rds," said Albers. who is a former fiction wnting professor of
Me no's. " lie has already establis hed h1mself considerably."

• Right: The woman
who Inspires birds to sing on the cover of Joe Meno's new book is also Meno's wife. Koren .
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO
A SPECIAL SCREENING OF

THREE ... EXTREMES
Monday, October 24th
Stop by the

C 5LUMBIA
CHRONICLE
WW\VCOLUMRIACHRONJCI.£ COM
33 E. Congress, Suite 224 • Chicago

TODAY
to pick up a complimentary pass to a
special screening of

THREE ... EXTREMES
One pass per person. Wh ile supplies last. No purchase
necessary. Employees of all promotional partners, their
agencies, and those who have received a pass
within the last 90 days are not eligible.

OPENS AT LANDMARK'S CENTURY CENTRE
ON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28TH!
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Modern Prose
'Pride and Prejudice' director
Joe Wright talks about latest
Jane Austen adaptation
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
Jane Austen's timeless novels
have been adapted into movies
many times, and the trend doesn't
seem to be ending with the newest
adaptation of Pride and Prejudice,
directed by Joe Wright. The film
hits theaters Nov. II . Pride and
Prejudice follows the Bennet family- a pushy mother, wise father
and fi ve fri volous sisters- as they
journey through their youth and
discover love. Wright took some
time to talk to The Chronicle about
the movie.
The Chronicle: How's your visit
to Chicago so far ?
Joe Wright: I arrived last night- !
like Chicago very much. I came
here for a short fi lm I made in
'98, to the film festival, and I won
a prize. So, I like Chicago, they
give me nice, shiny things.
So now you' r e here for Pride
and Prejudice, which is covered
territory- it's been done before.
Why did you decide to do a
remake?
There hasn't actually been another
movie of Pride and Prejudice
since I 940, the one with Greer
Garson and Laurence Olivier. It
hasn't been in the cinema since
then, and I was surprised by that.
And I've never seen the television
version with Colin Firth. So I
wasn't influenced by that; still
haven't been influenced. I was
sent the script, and I'd never read
the novel. I took it to the pub one
afternoon thinking I really wasn't
going to like it, thinking it was
probably for girls, and found

myself weeping into my pint of
lager. I was really surprised at
how moved I was, and also I was
laughing out loud. Then I went
and read the novel and was
shocked by what an incredible
pi ece it was. It felt very modem
to me. It was like the first piece of
British realism; it felt very fresh
and very funny. I was surprised
by the ages of the characters, that
they were young people.
Elizabeth was 20, Darcy was 28,
(Elizabeth's] sister was I5. So I
had an idea that I wanted to make
the film with actors of the right
ages, since it's about young people fa lling in love for the first
time--young people who don't
really understand the emotions
that they're experiencing. I just
got further and further into it, and
more deeply involved in it- ! didn 't really think about whether it'd
been made before. I just got excited by it.
Was age a big factor in choosing
actors? For example, Matthew
MacFayden, who plays Darcy,
seems innocent but older.
When we made the film,
[MacFayden] was 29. He 's got an
old soul. He's a very masculine,
manly kind of man. But Darcy
hasn't quite hit the plateau of his
30s yet, he hasn't quite settled
into his character; he doesn't quite
know who he is yet. He's battling
with that sense of identity. He lost
his parents at a young age, and
found himself with a respons ibility of his sister and the estate and
probably about six or seven hun-

dred livelihoods that depended on
him. He had to kind of put on a
suit of manhood before he was
really ready to wear it. That doesn't quite fit him- the character
that he is pretending to be. It's
Elizabeth who teaches him how to
be a proper gentleman, by which I
mean literally, a gentle man.
Did you have Keira Knightley
in mind when making the film?
Originally I thought Keira was
too beautiful to play Elizabeth,
who was a plain girl, but then I
went and met Keira late one night
at a hotel bar and discovered that
she's really this incredible
tomboy. She's a proper scruff. She
doesn't say what she thinks you
want to hear- she says exactly
what she thinks. She is incredibly
smart and witty and generous and
has an amazing independence in
spirit. And all of those qualities I
thought were perfect for
Elizabeth. So I think if you' re
making a film a!}d you have an
actor who looks right but doesn't
have the spirit of the role, and you
have an actor who doesn 't look
exactly as you imagined, but does
have the spirit, I do find it's better
to have the one with the spirit.
You mentioned that the book
was more modern than you
thought it would be--the movie
was modern as well. The
imagery was more artistic than
expected from a movie from this
time period. Was that intended?

I went to art school myself, and
I'm very interested in visuals. I
wanted it to be dirtier and rougher
than the previ ous adaptations of
Jane Austen 's work, and just
doing research, I discovered it
wasn't really thi s pristine, clean
world that these characters were
living in. They were living in very
close proxi mity to their own environment, and it would have been
fairly ro ugh and ready. Also, I fe lt
that if one placed the characters,
especially Elizabeth, in a very
unbound ex istence, then her aspiration for romantic love would be
all the more heroic and di vine and
beautiful. So I thought that contrast would help in terms of the
storytelling as well. I was look ing
for visual metaphors, if you like,
for the reader of the story.
The movie docs n good job of
showin g emotions ruther thnn
giving characters long dialogues.
I think so, but I think when developing a script nnd mnking n film,

Keira Knightley as Elizabeth Bennet and Matthew MacFayden
as Mr. Darcy in Pride and Prejudice. Below left: Rosamund Pike
as Elizabeth's younger sister, Jane.
one's always trying to tell a story
or show the story without telling
it- without people saying exactly
what they think or feel. Because
generally I don't think people do
in real life--we understand each
other through actions and gestures
and the details of how we interact
rather than how we actually talk.
Now that you're done filming
Pride and Prejudice, are you
working on a new project?
Promoting it is taking up a bit of
time, but I'm working on an adaptation of an Ian McEwan novel
called Atonement, which we have
to shoot next year.
Do you like doing adaptations
of novels?

Pride and Prejudice is the first
time I've done that. It's quite nice,
it's quite exciting, it's quite a
challenge. What we 're trying to
do is be faithful to the narrative
events of the story, but also we try
to be faithful to the tone and !he

atmosphere and the prose as well.
We're trying to find the cinematic
equivalent to the prose of Pride
and Prejudice, which was written
by a 21-year-old woman who was
just discovering her talent, really.
So it has a huge energy and a
huge excitement about the purpose of writing. There's an energy
to the film, the speed to the film,
the kind of quickness and pace to
the film that hopefully conveys
that same kind of energy.
Are there any new books right
now that you feel could be
turned into films?
I think The Kite Runner [by
Khaled Hosseini] would make a
great film. It's by an AmericanAfghani writer- growing up as a
child in Afghanistan in the '70s.
It's a great adventure. I think
someone else is making it, unfortunately.
Focus Features will be holding
a promotional screening of 'Pride
and Prejudice ' on Nov. 10, 7 p.m.,
at Landmark Theater:. 2828 N.
Clark St.

Pride and Prejudice featured In One Book, One
Chicago program at Harold Washington Ubrary
By Cathleen ~nger/Staff Writer
In other Jane Austen news,.
Professor Joan Ray, president of
the Jane Austen Society of North
America, hosted a lecture 011 the
Austen classic Pride and
Prejudice, the inspiration for Joe
Wright's new film starring Keira
Knightley last Wednesday at the
Harold Washin.rton Library. ·
The book w~ selected for the
One Book, O~e Chicago pro-·
gram, which focuses on a bOok
each season tl\e entire city should
read.
",Readers from all walks oflife
can easily read from [Austen's]
six major works. All [her] novels
are of manageable length," Ray
said.
Topics touched upon in Pride
and Prejudice involve social and
economic classes, women's
plight, fam ily values, sox and
scandal. AIthough the book has
been transferred to film and tole- •
vision multiple times, Ray isn't
particularly enthusiastic
the adaptati9ns.
an

ence

Jane Austen book, she simply
replied, '1 pn~fer the books."
"I must have read that book 80
times in my life," she said. "You
become so absorbed in her work,
because she under$tands human
behavior SQ well, aod her characters are relatable."
The Jane Austen SOciety of
North America wai founded in
1979 by faoL Ray joined the
organizatioa in 1992 and became
its president in 2000. She is the
first · president to last three
terms-most ooly hold two

terms.
Ray said the society is comprised of Austen admirers and
scholars.
"rrhe orsanization is made up
of] professional scholars, and
dedicated, well-read amateurs
who have joined to&ether on
equal ground in their enthusia511,1
and admiration tor the genius of
Jane

Chronicling the
A photo essay by Chronicle photojoumali~t~ Eric ~avis,
Michael Jarecki, Erin Mash and Maunc1o Rubio

20 October 17, 2005

Erin Mash/The Chronicle

very year, more than 30,000 runners hit the
streets of the Windy City to test their
endurance in the LaSalle Bank Chicago
Marathon, and every year, The Chronicle photo staff
follows the race as it takes the athletes through
myriad of the city neighborhoods. This essay documents the determination of the runners in the 28th
annual, 26.2-mile contest on Oct. 9: the anticipation
of the starting gun, the mid-race exhaustion, and the
relief and satisfaction of crossing the finish line.
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Condid Comeron
Director Cameron Crowe discusses family,
film and his latest work, 'Elizabethtown'
By Christina Hansen/KRT
Writer and director Cameron Crowe
said he always follows his instincts when
making a film.
Despite a successful box office run
with films such as Jerry Maguire and
Almost Famous , Crowe said it was a
struggle to get his latest film off the
ground.
"It is much easier to make a heist movie
or a slasher movie," Crowe said during a
conference call with co llege journalists.
"Those are easier to sell and market and
all that stuff. You really have to fight to
make a movie Elizabethtown."
People and events from his own life
often inspire Crowe 's films, he said.
William Miller, the budding rock writer
at the center of Almost Famous, is based
on Crowe himself. After seeing the film's
portrayal of Crowe's relationship with his
mother, many fans asked him about hi s
father, and the concept of Elizabethtown
was born.
"Elizabethtown is a tribute to my dad
and somewhat of a love letter to hi s home
state, Kentucky, and that came from personal experience in knowing how much
that was a part of our family heritage,"
Crowe said.
The film's main character Drew Baylor
(Orlando Bloom) is faced with the unexpected death of his father, an experience
that Crowe went through years ago.
As a young writer, Crowe said he fe lt
reluctant to use events from hi s personal
life in his writing. He changed his mind,
however, after the heartfelt response he
received from readers of an autobiographical article he wrote for Rolling
Stone magazine.
"Real life is often more poetic than
anything you can write," Crowe said.
One true-to-life theme central to
Elizabethtown is the sting of failure.
Drew creates a daring new product that
loses millions of dollars for his employer
and feels worthless after his boss fires him.

Crowe said he could relate to Drew's
situation just after the release of his box
office bomb Vanilla Sky.
"Just when you think your life is over,
wait-don't give up," he said. "If this
incredible failure hits on a Wednesday,
give yourself Thursday and maybe
Friday, and watch what destiny might put
on your doorstep."
Crowe's optimistic outlook on life is
evident in the cha racter of Drew in
Elizabethtown .
"1 look at it as a character that is trying
to be a warrior for optimism in a sometimes brutal and often cynical world," he
said. " I just think that is a hero now, particularly now because it is often pretty
dark out there."
Crowe's love of music is responsible
for the integral role that song often plays
in his films.
He uses Elton John's tune "My Father's
Gun" in the movie to give voice to a dead
character, Drew's father.
"Every once in a while the right piece
of music can really match something you
filmed and scratch at your soul in a way
that as a music fan, and a film fan, you
feel like both are enhanced," he sa id.
A unifying factor of all Crowe's films
has been the transformational power of
love. The man who penned the immortal
line "You had me at hello" believes that
love really can turn a life around.
"It is great when you are feeling like
you are absolutely alone in the world to
meet someone who is out for you that you
did not expect to know or be there for
you," he said. "I don't know that (love] is
the solution but it is a gift that comes out
of believing in humanity."
Crowe lives his life and writes his films
by a simple truth that he shares with
aspiring filmmakers around the world.
"The stuff that comes from your heart
is the stuff that other people find most
universally true for them, too," he said.

Art Materials Exposition and Market

• Over 40 art materials manufacturers
• Experts available to answer questions
• Product demonstrations at every table
• BIG discounts
• Free raffle with over 100 prizes
• A Chicago Artists' Coalition
panel discussion
''Presenting your art to galleries"
Moderated by Margaret Hawkins
• The Art League Alliance organizations

For more mformation, call Good's at 847-864-0001
714 Maon Street, Evanston, IL 60202
www.artahveOS.com
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Cameron Crowe with Kirsten Dunst, who stars in 'Elizabethtown.'
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
AND CHICAGO'S SOUTH LOOP:
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
EXHIBITION AND LECTURE SERIES

Hokin Gollery
gets unplugged
Faculty members fill Columbia's open
mike void with 'Accoustic Kitchen'
By Sam Libretti/Staff Writer

Wednesdays
October 12, 19, 26 & November 2
6:00 - 8:30 pm
Columbia College Chicago Library
624 S. Michigan Ave.
3rd Floor
OCTOBER 12
Architectural History of Columbia's Buildings
Tim Wittman
architectural historian, preservationaist and exhibition curator

OCTOBER 19
History and Transformation of the South Loop
Dominic Pacyga
historian and noted writer on Chicago cultural history

OCTOBER 26
Planning for the Preservation
of Our Campus Buildings
Ann McGuire
principal architect with McGuire lgleski and Associates

NOVEMBER 2
The Future of the South Loop
panel discussion by members of t he preservation, development
architectural and residential communities
http:// www.lib. colum.eduj archhistory/

Made possible through a 2004 GettY Foundation Grant.

For the last three years, two
Columbia teachers have been quietly
offering students the chance to play
music in an intimate acoustic setting.
The Acoustic Kitchen has been a
monthly tradition at the Hokin Gallery,
623 S. Wabash Ave., since English
teacher George Bailey attended a faculty retreat with science teacher David
Dolak and the two found they shared a
passion for the same type of music.
"George and I were fans of the
1960's protest folk scene," Dolak said.
"We were big into Bob Dylan, the
Beatles and music like that. I had run a
coffee house-style open mike night at a
church for eight years, and we knew
that there could be an avenue for
acoustic music on Columbia's campus."
Bailey said that he and Dolak
became friends largely because of their
shared interest in guitar-based music.
"I respected the fact that David was
also a musician and actually builds
guitars," Bailey said. "When we went
on that retreat we were up all night
playing music with a South African
guitar player, and we knew it would be
a good idea to start up an acoustic
night at Columbia."
Dolak pointed out that the setup of
the Acoustic Kitchen is very intimate,
complete with candles and low lights.
Accordi ng to Bailey, Columbia stu- '
dent musicians are free to bring along
their friends to accompany them, and
students often get together to work out
songs on an improvisational basis.
"We really encourage the players to
come in and do whatever they feel,"

"George and I were
fans of the 1960s'
protest folk scene
We knew that there
could be an avenue
for acoustic music
on Columbia's
campus."
Bailey said. "The theme is very much
centered on the idea of the acoustic
guitar accompanyi ng the singing
voice, but there are a lot different ways
to express that."
Dolak stressed that an improvisational performance is perfectly acceptable at the Acoustic Kitchen, even if
two musicians happen to connect on
the spot.
"If two people want to just start
playing .together that night, then
they're free to go in the back and work
something up and play it," Dolak said.
"Or, if they want George and me to

come on and help out, we're happy to
do that, too."
Bailey said that a problem wi th the
Acoustic Kitchen is its sometimes
spotty attendance. He said that when it
started out, anywhere from five students to 30 would show up.
"We've gotten more people every
semester," Bailey said. "But we would

"This is a great place
to meet people who
you can share a passion for music with
The atmosphere is
very welcoming."
like to see more as time goes on."
Dolak said that on a good night, 30
people would be attending, with II
acts performing two to three songs
each. The pair has done a lot of promotion, distributing flyers on campus.
But, he said that they'd like to get
some sort of school sponsorship for
more visibility, as well as to afford
refreshments at each session.
Dolak and Bailey both said that the
Acoustic Kitchen is meant to provide a
third avenue of open mike expression
on campus, with Wise Ass Comedy
Night as well as the Big Mouth hiphop open mike already more established.
Chris Medina, a Columbia junior
majoring in audio arts and acoustics, is
planning on making his third trip to the
Acoustic Kitchen for the Oct. 18 session.
"This is a great place to meet people
who you can share a passion for music
with," Medina said. "You get a chance
to get an honest critique from people
who are musicians and the atmosphere
is very welcoming."
Medina, who fronts a local band
called The Green Light Special, said
that he'll perform some of his band's
songs but that the Acoustic Kitchen
isn' t really the right setting to simply
promote your latest music project.
"I mean, if you want to get your
band's name out there people might be
interested," Medina said. "But this is
more intimate and more just a chance
to connect with people through your
music, not to say, 'Hey, my band's
playing here or there next week. You
have to come. "'
"We do see a lot of the same people
coming back," Dolak said. "The
atmosphere is friendly, we have a good
P.A. system and it's a great chance to
express yourself musically."
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10.20.05
MORE LIFE EXPERIENCE
SHIRA HAID
OPEN MIC SIGN-UP: 6-6:30PM
PERFORMANCES: 6:30-iOPM
Big Mouth Open Mic Series: Acoustic Music & Live Band Night
All genres welcome ! Li mited slots avai lable per genre.
Each band wil l receive the opportunity to perform 2 songs.
Sign-up in advance by calling 312-344-7188.

Back-line equipment provided: Full Drum Kit, 2 Guitar Amps, Bass
Amp, Kurzell Keyboard PC-88. Bring your own sticks.
PERFORMANCE AND ADMISSION GUIDELINES
At least one person in your group must be a Columbia
College student with a Valid Fall 2005 Columbia College ID.
(Each Columbia College Chicago student is permitted 1 non·Columbia guest)

HOKIN ANNEX
623 S WABASH AVE
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If taxider1ny see1ns a
bit odd, then r09Ue
taxider1ny is co1npletely off the 1nap. Twoheaded chickens,
a bear's head in an
e1npty soup bowl, a
toad eating- a hu1nan
toe and the head of a
three-eyed fish-all just
so1ne exa1nples of how
r09Ue taxider1nists are
rejuvenating- an a-rtistic 1nediu1n that hasn't
chang-ed 1nuch since.
its conception.
he art f orm known as taxidermy began
in the 180 0s when hunters started
bringing their trophies to upho lstery
shops , where the bodies would be stuffed
with rags or cotton and sewn up, often
~ith ghastly results .
Mora accurate techniques have since
been developed, thanks to such innovators
as Carl E . Akeley , who is sometimes

T

it's lllissing an arm or something that
forces y ou to confront the idea that the
animal you're looking ' at is no
lange; allV"a. "
Bibus, 26, is the co-founder of the
Minnesota Assoc~ation of Rogue
Taxidermists along twith his friends and
fellow rogue taxidermists Serina Brewer
and Robert ~bury. This: up-and-collling

referred to a s tha father of modern taxide·r ay. Akeley, who lived from 1864 to
i~26, sada two tri ps to Africa i~ his
li~atlme, and brought back the r""i!'ina o~
many anU,als that helped in creating soma
of ~s moat famous and revered mounts.
Ki~ · n righti ng African Elephantsu can be
found at the Field Musuem of N~tu;a1 ~
History , 1400 S . Mic higan Ave ,, ' in the
~·s Stanley Field Hall, alopg with
pb~aphs from his trips ~o ~rica .

organizat~on bas members~~~om all over

t

Now, years
after th.- death of
lolt<Jlay, tho art
~ora is evolving
again with the

the Unite<V~.tates and (can~da_,and ~ ia dadi-

~~~ to the t~laas 9~~~os:ty some have
1

witW the bizarre .
i!L
'ijhath'"'i it' • a 'Jfaacination with animal mutations, su~h as a tifo-head<>c:l ·
chicken, or of auch sideshow c1assics as
the ' Fiji ma~id-tha ~iad body o~ a
mermaid cr.,.ture ' that is ~lf' 1110nll:ey and
h,r~lf~sh-rogue taxidarmiats hope to
entertain he l maQinations of poteQti,l

"We don' '-t need to kl."ll any
,
animals for our work," Bibus
said. "Dead animals are a
reSOUrCe th& t I $ not in any
problem Of beCOming" extinCt •
They, re everywhere . ,

arrival of roque
taxidermy, which is
SOIII8timea called
crypto- taxidermy .
Th ill f'orm ia like
plain, g ood old-fashioned tax idermy in the
sen•• t hat they both uae dead animsl o to
create an artiatic depiction of wil dlife .
Traditional taltideZ111ista, h owever, uoually
c ho ose to display the sub~aot in its nat u ral environ.ent, ae if i t we r e otill
alive . Ro~ taxidarmiate, on t he other
hand, ~ke no bon.a about how dead the
•ubj eet is.. In feat, f or ooma rogua tex~ a.rmia to, death i• the ma t n pri n ciple
tA>h l ttd their az:t .
'" It/" the artinoll l. •" " tr~tdi Lional
ta,.!datl!ly .5<oae, but J t' n <•b'VJ uu oly dead,"
&al d attot;t »:I.Wa, " C U I/UQ tax1da:t111hl .
".l<f.ooyt,a Ita .t.ntAIJI '"q" •u• CJomil'lg out, ur

onlookers by taking
taxidermy to a complataly di~~•rant
level.
"The first

rogue t&llidaray
mount I aver did was
called ' Beaver
Eating a HUJDan
Thumb, •" Bibua sai d .
"I waa juet mounting a beaver, and I was
like, ' Man , I love thia taxidermy stu ff,
but I'm juat bored with this piece .' So I
juat al apped a human thumb on there and
added ao!IIG blood dribblin<J down . "
Taki ng ouch creative riak • with
tsxidormy oame naturally to Bibua baosusa
he haa a lways been fao cinatad with t h e
con c ept o f death and h ow people reaot to
it. n•i• ouriooity with the ultima ta and
he!p•d fs&d Oibuo ' du.,ir" to break into
tax idermy .
Jo!li CJh or l ha o o - fuunderfl of t.h,.
Hinneao ta Jla aoc!ation of Roouo
'l"!lxldetm1 at8 8,.,.,._ to h •v<> " pArtic ular

~-

artistic s tyle. Brewer's pieces often deal
with supernatural ani:ma.ls-( auch aa a mummified chupacabra , and animal mutat~ons ,
such as a S~amese squirr•t · Brewer , who
is a graduate of the Minneapolis College
of Art and Desi gn.
Marbury's approach to taxidermy is
much different than Brewer' s and Bibus'
because he incorporates st~f~ animalsthe toys children sleep with-into his
mounts . One could s e nd his or bar own
beloved childhood stuffed animal to
MarburY' il Urban Beasj;:"l>roj ect >and, for an
attached fee , he couia b.e9in \ the "faralizati9n process" of turning one ' s teddy
bear ~hto a piece of rogue taxidermy .
Bibus, w~o ~as gone through formal
,
tax~dermy trai 1ng, uses traditional taxidermy poses and presentations , such as
mounting an animal ' s head on a plaque.
But he will push the obvious fact that
the animal is dead by i n corporating
aspects of death into the piece , whether
i t's by adding a fake , bloody human toe
in t he mouth of a frog or displaying tho
animal without its ski~ exposing tho
muscle, blood and guts .
Bibus and the rest of the rogue
taxidermy co- founders do not hunt down the
animals they u aa. Most of the animal•
coma from roadkill or through d o nations.
" We d on' t need to kill any animAl•
for our work ," Bibua said. "Dead animals
are a resource that's not in any problem
of baooming e xtinct . Thay•re everywhere . •
J u s t recently , Bibus raoeivad two
d o nat1on s from a family friend wh o found
t wo dead s quirrels, which are nov baing
stored in Bibua' freeaer . Alao fou nd in
Bibus• treater ia hie racontly dacaaaad
pet , •n albino c h•nnal catfish , whioh ia
about .l4 inc hou long. Bihua would like to
uee hi e dae r ly departed pat ~n a p~ojaot,
but he ia atill deciding on what ~a t:
pro:laot will be .
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1111mwoeota ~•oc.iation of Rogue
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baa an

mem-

ever-qrowing
g
. One of the many working
~~~~~~.~:to :fessor Burn~ Q. Orbax , who
as Jason Thomas . Orbax h as
Daoambar 2004 , and is
the founder of the
Great Orbax
Sideshow, which i s
a traveling
sideshow, based in
Canada. He has
been in the
sideshow business
for seven years
and incorporates a
~number of stunts
~ into h is performances. One worth
0 noting is an
escape act in
a.. which Or bax is
Rogue
.
0. wrapped numerous
Orbax also has hiS own trav· times in industrial
eling sideshow.
saran wrap.

§

,g

"I t ry to do classic stunts and put a
little bit of a naw twist on them, 11 Orbax
said. "The way these original stunts sort
of c ame about ware [by) taking things from
e veryday l ife."
Orbax is also the curator of his own
Museum of Natural a nd Unnatural
Curiosities, which displays his own rogue
taxidermy work of c lassic sid eshow creation s such as the mummifie d body of an
alligato r boy and his own Fi ji mermaid,
which are largely made o ut of
s ynthetic materials .
One reason why Orbax is
completely in love with the
sidesh ow and rogua taxidermy
is because he believes he's
selling ideas to the audience ' s i~9ination .
"You don' t get to walk
away with a shrunken head , but
you get to have seen it, "
Orbax said. ''What's sold to
you is that experience, that
i dea, that concept, a nd the

R09Ue taxidertnists~ tnake no
bones about how
dead the subject
is. In fact, for
sotne rog-ue
taxiderm.ists,
death is the
tnain principle
behind
then. art.

ability to walk away and to wonder about
things.~~

While this may be cool to some , o thers do n ot find the i dea o f a two-headed
chicken with a human thumb in its mouth
very appeali ng .
'\Because humans
eat animals, they
think that anything
and everything is open
season ," said Mary
Britton Clouse,
founder of Justice for Animals Arts Guild.
'\Gimmicks like t h is really f a i l to
inspire me."
Justice for Animals Arts Guild , which
is based in ~nnesota, is an animal r ights
advocacy group that hopes to raise awareness of animals in the arts . Clouse is
al so an artist and enjoys painting pictures of roosters.
Animal rights groups, however, are
not the only ones flustered. Rogue taxidermy has received scrutiny from traditional taxidermists as well.
ur think it's tacky," said Brice
Wangler, owner of Fall Flight Taxidermy in
Centralia, Ill. While the works of Bibus
and Orax rub Wangler the wrong way, he
still considers i t taxidermy because the
same techniques are used even though the
finished product is going off in a diffe rent direction.
"We owe i t to the animal s to show
them respec t , and I think that's disrespectful to wildlife ," Wangler s aid.

"I think

Fdlfji•);i•j

Most roque taxidermists , however,
would claim that thay are not trying to
accomplish what traditional taxidermy does ,
and that whila their work is sti ll a variation of the same artform , i t should not
be considered or viewed i n the same light
as tradi tional taxidermy .
''Many artistic
r enaissances, if you want
ff to call t hem that, have
undergone a lot of persec u t i o n from the rest of
the art community in general , " Orbax said.
While i t may not b e appreciated by
some, rogue taxidermy has sparked the
attention of many others, including those
in academia. From Nov. 1 to Dec. 2 , the
founder s of Minnesota Association of Rogue
Tax idermists w~ll be taking the~r work to
Central Colle ge in Pella , Iowa , where they
will give l ectures and demonstrations as
visiting artists. Bibus sees th~s as an
e x cellent way to inspire a whole new generation of rogue taxiderm~sts , as well as

it's tacky

tradit~onal

tax~dermists.

"It's a fantastic opportunity to get
people who are from the surround~ng area
. . . thinking about [taxidermy] , "
Bibus said .
The ~nnesota Assoc iation o£ Rogue
Taxidermis t s ' website is www.roguetaxide~y.com. The artists mentioned in thi s
story also display and sell their work

online . Ssrina Brewer' s website is www.customcreaturetaxidermy.com, Robart

~rb~ 's

website is www. urbanbeast .com and Scott
Bibus ' wabsi te is www .liquid:fish . com.

These are just some of
the mounts created by
Scott Bibus. cofounder of
the Minnesota Association
of Rogue Taxidermists

No soul in these 'shoes'
'In Her Shoes' fails to impress, packs on the cheese
By Tiffany Breyne/A&E Editor

If In Her Shoes seems worth seeing, be
sure to wear comfortable shoes when you
go, because it's a trek trying to find a theater playing this movie. Maybe even bring
a blanket, snacks and water for the trip.
Or, hell, just don't even go to see it at all.
Based on Jennifer Weiner's bestselling
second novel, In Her Shoes has received
way too many good reviews that allude to
the fact that this is a chick fl ick unlike any
other- but it really isn't. Shoes is too long
and too cheesy, oozing emotion as it fol-

lows Cameron Diaz ( There s Something
About Mary) and Toni Collette (About a
Boy ) as s isters going through revelations
about themselves and each other.
Diaz and Collette play Maggie and
Rose Feller, two sisters with personalities
so contrasting it's a wonder they're related at all. Maggie, the younger and prettier
of the two, is exuberant and dyslexic on
the outside, but insecure and seemingly
deep on the inside; Rose is plain and
apprehensive, waiting to burst out her

Toni Collette jumps with joy over her lame dog-walking job. Above right:
Cameron Diaz and Shirley Maclaine reflect on their disappointing movie.

fun-loving self and huge stock of lonely
high-heeled shoes from deep inside her
closet.
Maggie is kicked out of her dad and
stepmom 's (evil, of course) house after a
few too many drunken nights, moves in
with Rose and proceeds to ruin her life
with her sloppy, apathetic lifestyle and
fetish for Rose's shoes. Eventually, Rose
kicks Maggie out, leaving her to travel to
Florida to live with her estranged grandmother, played by Shirley MacLaine
(Steel Magnolias), in a retirement home.
So, of course, all the fun times happen
at the retirement home where the old people are witty and entertaining. They offer
Maggie the insight she needs to lead a better life not based around her overlyexploited lower body that compensates
for her half pretty/half scary man-face.
As for the cheese, there's plenty of it
heaped on, especially when Rose, freed
from a law career to become a dog walker, runs up the steps of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art Rocky-style to demonstrate her happiness and freedom.
Slight compliments to Diaz, though,
who is able to grasp onto her complex
character and make Maggie's dyslexia
look almost sincere enough to believe it.
Diaz even does the unthinkable by playing out some of the most emotional scenes
in the movie.
Even though Diaz does expand outside
of her usual "beautifully zany" character,
and Collette plays the "gracefully unattractive" one to a tee, the saving grace of

the movie is the old people. Shirley
MacLaine, who usually plays the crotchety older woman, portrays a wiser and
more three-dimensional role in the film,
along with her sarcastic but loyal sidekick, Mrs. Lefkowitz, played by Francine
Beers.
Director Curtis Hanson's Shoes is a big
change from his previous awards winners
L.A . Confidential and Wonder Boys.
Hanson took his chances in directing this
movie, maybe hoping his name and the
success of the book would be a winning
combination. Unfortunately, Hanson was
unsuccessful in his attempt, and Shoes
will most likely fall by the wayside in his
otherwise highly esteemed reputation. In
Her Shoes is recommended to no one;
spend the money on something that will
change lives for the better, like a real pair
of new shoes.

In Her Shoes
(PG-13)

Directed by Curtis Hanson
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In her own write
Cynthia Lennon releases revealing book 'John'
By Michelle C. Fi nkler/Copy Editor
ers to forget that they are readfirst-person
ing
Cynthia's
account of her relationship with
John. In order to understand the
context fo r which her narrative
takes place, it is necessary to
include some information on the
band, but her chronicling of
events makes the story stagnant,
such as in the parts of the book
where Cynthia writes abo ut
c lothes shoppmg with Julian or
buying John clocks for hi s clock
collection.
The story docs ptck up th~tr
marriage bcgms to crumble
because of John's constant drug
use. At this p01nt he turns mto
an ass, going as far as taking
"M ilk is Good for You" stickers

a'

plastering across a painting

·-B

Cynthia and John Lennon on their way to the Beatles' first U.S. tour in 1964. Below: 'John' by Cynthia Lennon.

eing married to a Beatie
may have been a fantasy
of
fan s
overcome
with
Beatlemaina during the 1960s,
but in Cynthia Lennon 's new
book, John, she portrays their
marriage as anything but fantastic. In fact, all she is saying is
that in their home, John didn' t
give peace a chance.
The book was released Sept.
27, shortly before what would
have been John 's 65th birthday,
as well as the 25th anniversary
of his death in December.
Despite this timely coincidence,
Cynth ia explained in the introduction of J ohn that she wrote
the book now because she is
finally ready to tell the truth
about their relationship, even
though she real izes she cannot
shake the title of being John
Lennon's first wife.
Cynthia should have taken the
last name of one of her other
three husbands if she was so
tired of this " Lennon stigma."
Perhaps she knows last names
like Powell (her maiden name)
or C harles (her current husband's last name) would hinder
her celebrity. This may be why
Cynthia comes off as hypocritical in the book when she bashes
John 's dad for releas ing an
album in 1965- thus cashing in
on the Lennon name-and
describes it as a "blatant jump
onto the bandwagon."
Desp ite the issues over
Cynthia's name, the book chronicles her life with John before,
during and after their marriage.
The beginning of the book is
compelling as she describes
their budding art school
romance as "storybook, " with
the prim and proper Cynthia
(Powell at the time) falling for

bad boy John. Her narrative is
moving; however, she discusses
her and John's families in vivid
detail , which is monotonous for
any livid Lennon fan who has
already rP.ad about his troubled
childhood in the countless other
books written about him.
Conversely, she writes about
John's jealous temper through
an incident involving he~se lf
and Stuart Sutcliffe, Beatles
bass player at the time, dancing
together at a party. After realizing her boyfriend 's anger,
Cynthia reassured Jo hn of her
love and everything seemed
peachy until the next day, when
he s lapped Cynthia across the
face at school. Thi s chilling
account may seem contradictory
to fans who adore John for
singing innocent lyrics like " I
want to hold your hand" and
" Love, love me do." But his violent behavior is not news. He
sang of his temper on the Sgt.
Pepper s Lonely Hearts Club
Band album in the song
" Getting Better." He sang, " I
used to be cruel to my wo man I
I beat her and kept her apart
from the thi ngs that she loved."
Furthermore,
John
o penly
admitted this in The Playboy
Interviews With J ohn Lennon
and Yoko Ono, which was conducted just before his death in
1980,
but publi shed in its
entirety the foll ow ing year. So
for those who are up-in-arms
about Cynthia's claim of abuse,
get over it.
Cynthia discloses other juicy
intricacies about her and John 's
relationship, including his love
for lingerie (sometimes leather),
pill popping and doing it in
nightclub bathrooms wihtout
using birth control. She also sets

the record straight about the circumstances of their marriage,
saying that John was not forced
into it. She said they planned on
getti ng married a ll along, and
that he was the o ne who insisted
they get married after learning

of her preg nancy with thei r son
Julian.
Th roughout John , Cynthia
ta lks about the progress of the
Beatles through tours, hit singles and albums, but this
becomes tedious, causing read-

Cynthia had just finished. But
more disturbing is that instead
of confronting her husband, she
constantl y makes excuses for
his erratic conduct. which seems
like her way of justifying why
she put up with the marriage for
so long.
Besides drug use, Cynt hia
notes Yoko Ono as another catalyst to the couple 's demise . Ono
is portrayed as an emotionless
dictator, controlling John 's decisions in his marriage and in the
recording studio . Cynthia writes
that Ono and John neglected
Jul ian while completely spoil ing
Sean Lenno n, the son John had
with Ono. Cynthia goes as far to
suggest that Ono orchestrated a
plot to damage the popu larity of
Julian 's album in 1998 by
releasing Sean's album on the
same day. Cynthia also th inks
that Ono was behind Sean's
comments that his father's death
was a conspiracy, which took
away from Julian's album hype.
She also raises questions about
possible divorce plans for John
and Ono toward the end of
John's life, even though in the
Playboy Inter views, the couple
seems content.
Despite the book's stale prose
and unnecessary details, John
comes off as neglected. T he
pub lisher, Crown, a division of
Ra ndom House, didn ' t care
about the book enough to give it
proper editing. There are a number of glaring copy errors that
could have been easily avoided.
John appears sloppy, which is
the publisher's fault, but reflects
poorly on Cynthia.
Still, Cynthia offe rs insight
into who John was as a person.
However, the book lacks
momentum . It would make a
good read for only the most
obsessed Lennon fa ns, who are
just dying to fulfill their teenybopper fantasies of what it
would have been like to be married to the rock legend . For
everyone e lse, skip this book
and wait for Ono 's this
December.
'John'
by Cynthia lennon
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Whot would Jesus
wotch?
Website offers Christianity-based reviews for
film and video games
By Sam Libretti/Staff Writer
A website dedicated to answering questions from a Christian perspective has
made a name for itself in large part
because it focuses on reviews of popular
films and video games.
The website 's URL,
christiananswers.net, came "out of a need for people
to have very important questions
answered, " said Paul Taylor, the site's
founder.
"Our mission is to provide free information and answers to questions about
everyday life that come from the teachings of the Bible," said Taylor, 52, who
helped form the website in 1995.
While the website offers areas where visitors can submit questions about sexuality,
politics and everyday living, the centerpiece of Christian Answers is its film, television and video game reviews, which
according to Taylor, are meant to be guides
for parents and young people alike on what
works could be deemed inappropriate.
"So often in movies and other things
today, the viewpoint has gotten extremely
liberal," Taylor said. "It seems as though
there is nothing out there that isn't OK to
watch. We feel differently and we want to
provide that information to those who are
interested."
For example, the Christian Answers
website recently reviewed AI Pacino 's latest film, Two for the Money. The review
gives the film three and a half stars, which
by most rating systems' standards would
be considered good. However, above the
star rating is the " moral rating," which
says that the film is very offensive.
Within the review, the film is called "a
cesspool," and readers are advised to
avoid it. Taylor insisted that the dichotomy between the two ratings is meant to be
fair and completely separate.
"We make it a point to give credit where

credit is due in tenns of production,'' said
Taylor, who is an alumnus of Southern
Illinois University's cinematography and
filmmaking program. "While a review
may laud the film's merit, it is one of our
goals to provide people with
the information that the film
may be offensive, so we do try
to do both."
Rev. Frank DeSiano, pastor
of Old St. Mary Church, 1500
S. Michigan Ave ., said that the
importance of the website
probably varies between those
with strong Christian beliefs
and those who do not practice
their faith to a major degree.
"The value of something like
this lies with people who are
al ready 'in the club,"' DeSiano said,
referring to peop le who are devout
Christians. "For those people, it does a
nice service by giving a moral perspective
to the films or games. It can also give
people a heads-up about what they're
going to encounter in a particular film- if
they don't want to be surprised by what
they would deem to be offensive material,
they can look to a website like that for
guidance."
To Glennon C urran, a Columbia sophomore majoring in audio arts and
acoustics, for a website like Christian
Answers to exist, its content must be kept
to only devout members of the Christian
community.
" I think if you're a part of that institution, then their outreach should go no further than that," said C urran . " Because
when you go outside of that , who says the
guidelines of a moral institution are the
guidelines that are for everyone?"
Curran also said that in his opinion,
morality should not play a fa ctor in pop-

Above: The guidebook used by christiananswers.net to judge entertainment
value. Inset: The Rock stars in upcoming film 'Doom', which is ironically
about battling Satan, and yet unlikely
to earn rave reviews on the site.
ular media and that offering a Christian
view on pop culture may be leaving out
the views of non-Christian religions.
Taylor said that Christian Answers has a
world-wide outlook, offering the site in 36
languages, including Turkish, Russian,
French and Spanish. He said that the site
receives nearly 2 million hits per day.
"We realize that one viewpoint doesn't
work for everyone," Taylor said. "But we
think that it is important to offer a source

where people can get information with a
base in Christian values."
Christian Answers is on offshoot of
Eden Communications, a nonprofit organization founded in 1959 where Taylor
serves as executive director. According to
its website's mission statement, Eden
Communications "specializes in cos teffective evangelism and discipleship
through mass media." Its headquarters is
in Phoenix, Ariz.

· Philip Seymour Hoffman's unmissable and
unforgettable performance as Truman Capote
should make him the front-runner for
every Best Actor prize in the book.
'CAPOTE' is a movie that doesn't pull its punches.
IT'S A KNOCKOUT!.
-Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE
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-Nine Inch Nails on first sober tour ever
By James Ewert/Assistant City Beat Editor
There arc several differences between the insects and wild animals. The videos includ- the next night's show in Tucson. Josh Freese ing the crowd up by getting them to c lap
Trent Rcznor who was in town more than ed footage from decomposing corpses to from A Perfect Cucle filled in the other rhythmically. Other songs off the new
five years ago for the Fragile tour and the bombs being dropped. all the way to shots of shows leading up to the show in Rosemont. album. like "Right Where It Belongs" and
The band played surprisi ngly well under the "Beside You in Time," which were played
Trent Rcznor who returned Oct. 7 at the George Bush dancing with his wife.
The band was playing for the first time circumstances. w1th only a few miscues on while the videos were projected, also enerAllstate Arena.
For one, the long black hair draping his with Australian drummer Alex Carapetis. "Closer."
gized the crowd. who responded by illumiReznor and company did an excellent job nating the arena with thousands of lighters.
face that he used to seemingly hide behind is who repl aced original drummer, Jerome
gone, and a short, military-style buzz cut has Dillon. Dillon was scratched from the tour at of blending songs ofT their latest album. With
This 30-city arena tour is Reznor 's first
taken its place. His frail weak-looking anns the end of September when he was hospital- Teeth, into the1r extensive song repertoire. since getting sober, following the drug-laden
have morphed into thick limbs bulging with ized after collapsing during their Sand Diego The two singles of the album. "The Hand Fragile tour in 2000. Coming out in black
muscles. One thing that hasn't changed, show on Sept. 16, forcing the band to post- That Feeds" and "Only," sounded particular- pants and a sleeveless black shirt, Reznor
however. is his uncanny abi lity to make so pone the rest of the nights show and cancel ly sharp and well-rehearsed, with Reznor ril- looked oddly happy and especially animated
many people feel so
on stage during
good about feeling so
many of his songs
bad.
But this time
as the crowd
around, he's sober.
pumped its fists.
After more than 15
NIN returned to
years, the 40-year-old
perfect fonn with
wizard behind Nine
"Wish," "March
Inch Nails was sti ll
of the Pigs" and
able to c:1ptivate a
"Terrible
Lie."
crowd just as he did
For a moment, it
throughout the 1990s,
rea II y seemed as
when he was sitting
if the entire place
atop alternative music's
had been teleportproverbial
throne.
ed back to 1995.
Playing alo ng with
Fitting I y,
Queens of the Stone
Reznor ended the
Age and opening act
set encore-less,
Autolux, NIN did not
yet purposefully,
disappoint.
with the greedTo kick otr the 21and
god-fi lied
song set. the band
" Head
anthem
played " Pinion" behind
Like a Hole."
a thin curtain that was
later used as the backd rop for NIN's notori- Trent Reznor is sober, clean cut, and a spitting image of Tom Cruise on Oprah's couch. Nine Inch Nails played at the
ous graphic videos of Allstate Arena on Oct. 7.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Shear
5 Cranberries site
8 Revolutionary
Villa
14 Make a hole
15 Ram's mate
16 Worshiper
17 Boo-sayer
19 Indian
instruments
20 Large pot
2 1 Regarding
23 Talk baby talk
24 Made bovine
noises
27 Chimney ducts
28 Writer Follett
29 "Ain~ She
Sweet?"
songwriter
30 Wait patiently
31 Lippiness
32 Evidence
desperation
36 Episodic show
37 Illegal activities
40 Simultaneously
44 Undersized
48 Speak roughly
47 Hint for Holmes
48 Terminate
49 Europe-Asia
boundary
51 Karpov's game
52 Tenth mo.
53 Miguel's coin
54 For instance
55 Gratify
57 Formal topper
62 Packed in
63 Equality grp.
64 Memorization
method
65 White herons
66 Infraction of the
fai thful
67 Exploit
DOWN
1 TV network
2 Plat section
3 Tax deferral
leuers
4 Cussedness
5 Waist looper
6 Be obligated
7 Ford and
McRaney
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to the nines
foshion@columbia
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8 Costume
Solutions
jewelry
9 Tijuana ta·ta
10 Slangy
contradiction
11 Begin to grin
12 Long
sandwiches
13 Bean and
Welles
18 Abe's boy
22 Mutton fat
24 Response times 1'!!!'1'!!'17.+'?..-~-f.:-A811i:=;t:O+::E
25 Fairy-tale fiend
26 Damage from
use
27 Tailor's concern
30 Criticize harshly !717':18-=.+~~EBB•=+'=+=+=3 1 Train assembly
point
33 Favorite
44 Human beings
54 Stitched
34 B.C. cops
45 Remove
56 Citrus cooler
35 Exist
stoppages
58 Hawaiian dish
38 Cassowary kin
49 Underdog's
59 Garden tool
39 Understands
victory
60 Goddess of folly
41 Time periods
50 Marsh growths
61 Slugger
42 Oater bars
51 Ford or Dodge
Williams
43 Nincompoop
Erin Mas h fThe Chronicle

Out of My Head

hoR._OSCOf?ES
b~ Alicia Dorr

by Scotty Carlson

Aries {March 21 - April 20): You will travel to the early 1950s and witness
the first taping of the I Love Lucy show and end up with absolutely nothing to
show for it. Eh, at least there were a few laughs.

WE!.!., I WAS, UNTil. HIS J!:RK

ROOMMATE THR!:W A HISSY FIT
ABOUT US SPt:NDING TOO MUCH
TIM£: TOG£:TH£:R. WHINY BABY...

~Taurus {April21 - May 2 1): Nerdo.
Gemini {May 22 - June 21 ): There's a certain charm in the way you bat your
eyes, and you've always looked on it as an asset. It's actually a case of pinkeye
that has lain dormant and will soon act up.
Cancer {June 22 - J uly 23): In a reverse of the old joke, you will be the only
person it isn't raining on this week, but rather than being something cool, you
will become an outcast because of it. Just like the Highlander.

~ Leo {July 24 - Aug. 23): You will

OT, I repeat , NOT make it to the bar in

~ time for Final Jeopardy. And it's going to eat you up inside.

~ Virgo {A ug. 24 - Sept. 23): I'll request-form you.
Libra {Sept. 24 - Oct 23): A wink and a smile will cause you to accidentally
fall on your face today, which will actually lead to a pleasant conversation with
a man at the hospital. Score!
Scorpio {Oct 24 - Nov. 22): You're a dollface, and everyone loves you for it.
·, , :;;_ .• ,
You just often wish you had the face of a real boy.

.

•

l

•

~

Sagittarius {Nov. 23 - Dec. 21): You 'll lose your keys this week in a hysteri- ·
cal panic. That'll teach you to hysterically panic.
~

~

Capricorn {Dec. 22 - J an. 20): Only the good die young. And the fish you got
your friend for her birthday, it seems. I'm sorry.
Aquarius {Ja n. 2 1 - Feb. 19): You arc a total savant when it comes to beer.
and u wil l lead you to find the llol) Grall of ale-drinker> e\ er) where one of
those hats with the can holders and stra\\, on the '"k
Pisces (Feh. 20 - Mar. 20): From now on I'm gl\'tng you clu<'s on IHm to get
the gtrlbo) you dcstre. Clue # I. lkr !Its t:n<HU<' dance song" ··rh<·llumpl\
Dance"

•••
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Prosecutors hit sensitive nerve with wisecracking witness
Coutretsis, pays to him while he
serves his six and a half year
prison sentence, Scott Fawell
suddenly was speechless, staring
silently out at the courtroom.
AP
The
48-year-old
Fawell
He launched former Ill inois gulped a glass of water, wiped
Gov. George Ryan's trial with a his hand slowly across his face,
barrage of wisecracks, but after then stood and turned his back
four days on the stand, the gov- on the courtroom, fighting to
emment"s key witness suddenl y control himself.
was overcome by a wave of
"Could we take a brief recess,
emotion.
your honor?," chief prosecutor
Questioned about the visits Patrick M. Collins asked federal
that his fiancee, Andrea Judge Rebecca R. Pallmeyer
quietly. Marshals led
Fawell into a hall to
compose himself.
The moment came
in Fawell 's fou rth
day on the stand and
was in contrast to the
first day when he
erupted with nonstop
wisecracks
and
breezily volunteered
an array of political
opinions.
Fawell was by
Ryan's side for a
decade and engineered his rise to
power, a political
odyssey that federal
prosecutors
claim
was awash in corruption.
71 ,
is
Ryan,
charged along with
lobbyist
Larry
AP Warner, 67, with rackScott Fawell, who is currently serving a eteering conspiracy,
six and a half year prison sentence for
mail fraud and other
racketeeing in the secretary of state's
offenses.
He
is
office, is the government's key witness
accused of steering
in the case against former Governor
contracts and leases to
George Ryan.

Fawell grows silent
when questioned
about fiancee

Warner and other insiders when
he was secretary of state while
getting free vacations and
assorted gifts.
The men deny any wrongdoing.
The case is the climax of the
seven-year
government 's
Operation Safe Road, which
began by focusing on driver 's
license bribery and expanded
into a full-scale corruption
investigation.
Fawell is not only serving
tim e for racketeering in the secretary of state's office but is also
awaiting a sentence for rigging
bids at Chicago's Metropolitan
Pier and Exposition Authority.
He initiall y swore that he
never would testify against
Ryan. But he changed his mind
after Coutretsis visited him in
prison in Yankton, S.D. She also
is awaiting sentencing and told
him that if she has to go to
prison she will lose custody of
her two s mall children.
It was when Collins asked
about those prison visits that
Fawell was unable to continue.
"These visits from Miss
Coutretsis- are these monitored
visits, s ir?" Collins asked.
Fawell didn't even start to
answer the question.
After
returning,
Fawell
wrapped up his direct testimony
and immediately came under
cross examination from Ryan 's
chief defense counsel, Dan K.
Webb.
"During the years when you
and George Ryan worked together in the secretary of state's
office were you ever aware of

Join these Chicago-based artists as they
speak about their work in context with
other art on view at the Smart Museum .

Artist Talk with Carol Jackson
Sunday, October 23

1:30pm

Artist Talk with Richard Hull
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Artist Talk with Brennan McGaffey
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1.30 prn
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anyone giving him
any money to do anything?" Webb asked.
"No," Fawell said
firmly.
Fawell said he
believes a number of
the witnesses who testified against him at
hi s 2003 trial had lied
to curry favor with
prosecutors in hopes
that they wouldn't be
sent to prison as well
for their part in political corruption under
Ryan.
Fawell said that
once he agreed to
become a government
witness he told prosecutors who lied and
what they said that
was untrue. But he
said prosecutors did Former Illinois Governor George Ryan is
under indictment, charged with racketnothing about it.
" It happened and eering conspiracy and mail fraud . Ryan
has
also been accused of pushing conyou know it happened," Webb said at tracts and leases toward lobbyist Larry
Warner, another indicted along with
one point, encourag- Ryan. Ryan allegedly received free
ing Fawell to tell vacations and other assorted gifts.
more about how he
had been mistreated
at Fawell's trial.
by the prosecutors.
"The jury was listening and it
Those comments brought a has to be corrected," Fardon
sharp complaint from the prose- said. Pallmeyer agreed to concutors once the jurors left the sider it after reading the tranroom.
script.
Assistant
U.S.
Attorney
But Webb said that he was disZachary T. Fardon said Webb mayed that "I 'm getting all this
was guilty of editorializing and whining at this point."
had deliberately crossed the line
"I' ll stand by what I did,"
in some of his comments. He Webb said. He said Fawell "gave
urged Pall meyer to send jurors a [prosecutors] the details and
strongly worded instruction say- they dido 't do anything about
ing there was no sign of perjury it."
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Museum celebrates Day
of the Dead through art
Exhibit combines
Meso-American beliefs
with Catholic rituals
By Eric Kasang
Staff Writer

In one comer. yellow and red
tissue paper s keletons dangle
from a paper-streamer canopy
over candy s kulls. In another
area paper cur-ours of skeletons
are suspended ca rrying a coffin.
ll 's not a haunted house or
Ha lloween festi val: it's the 19th
annual Day of the Dead exhibit at
the Mexican Fme Arts Center
\.luseum.
Each year. the Mexican Fme
,\ns Center Museum. 1852 W.
19th Sr .. celebrates the Day of the
Dead festival. which combines
mdigenous.
Meso-Amer ican
beliefs with Cat ho lic rituals.
Th rs combination is depicted
through both tradrtronal and nontradi tional designs by American
and international an isrs.
The designs exhibited at the
museum are called "ofrendas.''
"hrch means "offerings'' in
Spanish. These ofrendas are
altars des igned to honor deceased
fa mily members and friend s
through items that represented
them during their lives . Often the
ofrendas are decorated with
foods , photographs and candles.
Although it sounds like 11 celebrates death. rr's actually a celebratron of life, accord ing Jose
Lopez. a liberal education professor at Columbia.
Lopez satd that the idea of c reattng all kinds of tmages and
symbols o f death, albert m a way
that looks like a person is pokmg

fun at death, might be strange to
some people.
Lopez, who teaches Mexican
and Central American history,
explained that the Day of the
Dead custom is a synchronization
of Catholic traditions and the
indigenous belief system . In
S pain. famil y members visited
relatives at cemeteries while various Mesoamerican g roups,
including the Aztecs and people
o f Teotihuacan. believed that
death was really a continuum of
li fe.
" Death is nor necessarily the
end of li fc m many ways." Lopet.
sard . "Your fncnds continue to
be a part of your h fe and somehow impact on your life...
The Day of the Dead celebraMauricio Rublo/The Chronicle
tion. w hich takes place from Ocr.
Jesse
Gustaniano.a
sophomore
from
Glenbard
North
High
School,
looks
at
statues
at the Day of
3 1 to Nov. 2. is also dcscnbcd the Dead exhibit at the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum, 1852 W. 19th St. in Pilsen.
through the vanety of altars at the
public
elementary toms is what Ana M aria Solo, to be dis played throughout the
Mexican Fine Arts Center C hrcago
Museum .
Raquel Agumaga - s chool.
director o f Latino cultural affairs college.
Manmez. the vrsual ans assocr·
The academy created an o fren- at Columbia, refe rs to as "bi-culAs for the Mexican Fine Ans
ate drrector and registra r for the da that pays tnbutc to the seven tural ism."
Center Museum, Day of the Dead
"You have the mixture of cul- exhibits run through Dec. II .
museum. explamed why one part NASA astro nauts who dred in the
of the exhrbrt rs classrc o fren- 2003 Columbra ' huttle explosion. tures as these people from all of Regardless of how the ofrendas
dasand the other rs nontradrt ron- Pnncr pal Jose Barrera explamcd Mexico live here and become bi- are presented, the message is still
that the seven pencil drawrngs o f cultural in a lot of ways," Soto the same, according to Aguinagaal.
" We always start with the tradi- the as tronauts arc a combmation said. "So that is expressed in Maninez.
"It's a tradition in wh ich you
thcrr an ."
tional ones ro s how people the o f md ividually s ketched squares.
basic foundation s of the Day of
"You had a composite [c reated
Soto said Day of the Dead is remember loved ones who are no
the Dead traditions," Aguinaga- by] over 600 students fro m the evolvrng from being a religious longer with us," Aguinagaseven prctures." Barrera said. holiday to an artistic one. M artinez said.
M aninez said.
She sai d that the museum "Each prccc [wrthm the compos- However. she emphasized that
The exhibition continues until
selec ts art ists who arc well- ire] is represented by several stu- these antsts hold hono ring their Dec. I I at the Mexican Fine Arts
Center Museum, 1851 IV, 19th Sl.
known in the commumr y- both dents ."
ancestors to be impon ant.
The prclures are anached to a
Soto also said that Latino cul- Hours are Tuesday through
fo reign and natto nal- for desrgnmg these altars . However, s he parnted backdrop of Earth . tural affarrs is celebrating Day of Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
sard that the museum writ also Along w11h candles. some stu- the Dead by presenting a live Various classes and M:orkshops
mvite a person or group to c reate dents composed poems at the ofrenda ov. 2. Actors are going will be held on select dotes durro hold up frames and perform ing the exhibition. For more
an o frenda for hrs o r her cxhrbrl. base o f the o frcnda .
This co mbination o f artistic skits about the people they're information check www.mfacmAmong these invited groups was
Co lumbia Explorers Academy, a mterprelatron and tradrllona l cus- honoring. T h is live altar is going chicaJ.o.org
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Crossing:
Bad connection
Continued from Back Page
stoplights and crosswalk was
because it was a really bad connection; you had to walk across 8 lanes
of traffic, what was bastcally a
highway," 0' eil said.
We're trying to get a really great
crossing that doesn 't get interrupted by auto traffic. What we've seen
here is not a move away from, but
more towards, a pedestrian and
bike friendl y destgn," 0' eil said.
Kathy Schubert, a Chicago resident who has worked with Break
the Gridlock, a pedestrian rights
organization, said that neither of
the plans appears workable to her.
"We'd save a lot of money and a
lot of trouble if we just put the traffic lights back in with a pedestrian
crossing. There is going to be backup on Lake Shore Drive regardless
if the stoplights are there or not,"
Schubert said.
The bollards, which are estimated to cost $300,000, would eventually make way for a much larger
and more expensive project for the
Queen's Landing crossing. Yonan
said that although there is no formal estimate, he expects it to be
somewhere in the area of $30 million.
Yonan unveiled three different
plan types during his presentation,
one of which would be a walkway
underneath Lake Shore Drive. The
two others were variations of an
above--ground pedestrian bridge.
"A lot of the details we still need
to develop," Yonan said. "we're on

October, 17 2005
concepts right now. We would have
to consider the possibility of flooding, and we are trying to preserve
the view of the Field Museum
going south on Lake Shore Drive."
However, actual construction
and implementation of a plan,
under the best-case scenario, would
not be completed for three to four
years, Yonan said.
O'Neil said the next step would
be to work with the city, park district and general public to narrow
down the type of plan that will be
explored.
"What we want to do is eventually come up wtth a consensus of
what is the best connection; to actually come up with a plan that everyone agrees on and can rail)
behind," O't eil said.
Since the proJeCt is expected to
cost a considerable amount of
money, 0' eil said the city and his
organization are looking into the
possibility of naming rights to help
raise fund s, similar to the BP
Bridge connecting Millennium
Park to Daley Bicentennial Plaza.
"The Queen 's Landing connection would be an even more visible
sponsorship and could create an
even greater impact if it is designed
well and became art." O'Neil said.
Sara Levinson, a Chicago area
resident who is in favor of an overpass, said she's sure something can
be worked out.
"Anything is better than what is
there right now," Levinson said.
"It's a done deal even though I
don't feel it should've been done
the way it was; it should have been
more up for discussion . There's no
reason to fight it, we're much better-off looking towards the future."
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White Sox light up Chicago

Erin MashThe Chronicle

The Blue Cross-Blue Shield building displays a message to the city on Oct.11 as the
White Sox advanced into the American League Championship Series.
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Report focuses on police mistreatment of gays
reviewing the report, nothing
struck him as new or unu sual.
However, he did say "there 's
certainly a lot to digest."
Although the CPO was aware
By Amanda Maurer
of the report, it was disappointStaff Writer
ed to discover that the report did
not fully acknowledge its e ffort
Human rights organization
to improve its relationship with
Amnesty International released
the GLBT community, Bayless
a report last month claiming that
said.
police throughout the United
"One issue that has come up
States abuse and mistreat gays ,
in the transgender community is
lesbians, bisexuals and tran spat-downs,"
Bayless said .
gender people.
" Some members of that commuThe report , " Stonewalled :
nity would prefer a male or
Po lice abuse and mi sconduct
female to do that, and officers
against lesbian, gay, bisexual
need to be sensitive to those
and transgender people in the
concerns."
U.S .," focu sed on fou r cities:
According to Bayless, some
New York, Los Angeles, San
po lice o fficers in Chi cago's
Lakeview neighborhood , which
Antonio and Chicago. Amnesty
chose c ities based on the preshas a large GLBT popu lation ,
ence of GLBT activist groups,
act as community liaisons who
geographical location, hi story
are sensitive to the community's
of police abuse and the number
spec ific concerns.
of attempts the city made to end
Chicago police officer Jose
abuse.
Rios, a GLBT liaison in
Amnesty created the report
Lakeview, described the CPD 's
based on surveys sent to each
re lationsh ip with the GLBT
state's largest police departcommunity as "a working partment. Washington, D.C. and
nership," and said offi cers who
identify with the GLBTcommuSan Antonio also received surveys. Of the 52 departments
nity instruct others how to propgiven surveys, only 29 responderly interact with gays, lesbians,
bisex uals and transgender people.
" You ' re not going there as a
black, straight or fema le officer," Rios said. " You' re just an
officer and have to dea l with
[the situati on] as a police officer
should."
However, Schultz doesn't
th ink that the abuse issue can be
solved with tra ining.
" You can do all the training in
the world, but if someo ne's
going to disregard what they
learned, then th ere needs to be
other ways to hold that officer
acco ~ntable ," Schultz sa id.
However, the CPO is working
to strengthen re lationships and
trust in areas like Lakeview
with programs such as bicyc le
patrols. When crime rose a long
Halsted Street, th e Police
Department
adj us ted
its
patro ll ing hours to deter further
activity in the nei ghborhood,
Bayless said. After the first year
of altering poli cing ho urs, violence in the area dropped by 50
Davis/The Chronicle percent.
" There are po lice office rs
A police car patrols the 3300 block of N. Halsted St. on Oct .. 13 in Lakeview, a community with a
large gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender population. Police officers serve as community
throughout the city who tai lor
liaisons to increase communication between residents and the department.
the ir policing to specific needs

Amnesty International
documents patterns of
police abuse

ed. Amnesty balanced the information with hundreds of anonymous testimonies from people
in the GLBT community, some
of which were included in the
report.
However, hate crime information gathered by Amnesty and
other organ izations in Ch icago
conflicted with reports gathered
Chi cago
Police
by
the
Department.
According to the CPO, there
were 3 1 cases of sexual orientation-based hate crimes in 2003 .
That same year, the National
Coalition of Ant i- Vio lence
Programs in Chicago claimed
that it had received word of 56
cases of hate crimes based on
sexual orientation.
The reported miscondu ct cons isted of verbal and physical
abuse, denial of medical treatment and unwarranted a rrest
based on sexua l orientation.
Co ley
Verbick ,
20,
a
Columbia student and member
of Q-Force, a student organization that promotes awareness of
the GLBT community, was not
surprised to hear the news.
" Granted, Chicago is liberal,
but there are sti ll peop le who
protest the Pride Parade," said

Verb ick . " I' m sure [GLBT
abuse] really does happen in
small , conservative town s, but it
still upsets me [that it happens
in Chicago]."
However, the C PO cannot
preven t abuse if cases are
reported anony mous ly, said
David Bayless, department
spokesman.
" We tell anyone , regardless of
th e community they ' re in, if
they fee l that they were mistreated, if they feel that their
treatment at the hands of the
police wasn ' t professional, they
need to let us know about it so
we can take the proper investigatory action ," Bayless said. " If
that doesn't take place, there's
nothing we can do to address
it."
However, it's not always that
easy, said Robert Schultz, fie ld
o r ganize r f o r Amne s t y
I nternational 's M i dw es t
Regional Office. Many cases of
abuse are reported anonymously, if at all, because some victims may consider the situation
an isolated event or don ' t
believe anything could be done.
" We wanted to look at this
issue and see what the states of
things were," Schultz said . After
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Case in point
Amnesty International
received reports of GLBT
individuals being targeted
for sexual and physical
abuse by law enforcement
officers. Abuse by officers
often includes homophobic
slurs and physical abuse.
according to Amnesty.
Here are a few Chicago
cases reported.
•In December of 2004,
a gay African-American
woman claimed police officers responding to a
domestic dispute broke her
wrist by throwing her
against a wall and to the
floor. Despite the injuries,
the arresting officer handcuffed her.
• A 22-year-old gay AfricanAmerican man was walking through a park when he
was stopped by two
Chicago police officers
who reportedly called him
a fag . The man was handcuffed and spent the night
in jail.
• After being arrested following a dispute with his
landlord in 2000, a 31year-old
gay AfricanAmerican claimed an officer pulled down his pants
and rammed his billy club
up his rectum.

Source: Amnesty international

of other commu nit ies," Bayless
said. "We recognize that there's
a need to do the outreach and
stren gthen relations hi ps, and
we've done that, and we do it
every sing le day."
The surveyed departments
also received a written pledge,
which Amnesty hopes will corn mit po lice officers to end and
prevent future abuse, as well as
review other recommendati ons
made by Amnesty.
" We' re using th is as a campaigning tool," Schu ltz said.
" We want the report to help
bring attention to this issue and
hopefully institute some policy
changes."

Paper cart attempts getaway from C hronicle delivery man

Robbery note too long, confusing to read

On Oct. I 0, police responded to a non-criminal damage
complaint after The Columbia Chronicle's delivery cart
rolled into the side of a parked vehicle in fron t of
Columbia's 72 E. lith St. building. A 2 1-year-old deliveryman parked the cart containing newspapers outside the
building but when he returned, he noticed it had rolled into
a nearby parked car, causing minor damage. The vehicle 's
owner, a 35-year-old man from Tennessee, was feeding the
parking meter at the time of the incident and requested a
police report for insurance purposes.

Officers responded to an assault in progress on Oct. 7
at 555 S. Dearborn St. A 25-year-old woman told police
an unknown offender entered the store and gave her a
note demanding money or else he would "slice her up."
The offender then fled on foot. Eleven offi cers searched
the area and found the man at 850 S. Michigan Ave., carrying a box cutter in his left hand.
Officers also found the note in his front left pocket
that said, "Give me all your money now. The big bi lls
too, or I will jump over the counter in start slicing ya ass
up. You can lock that door if you want to, l'll leave you
all fu cked up." Officers read him his rights and placed
him under arrest.

Smasb and grab anything
After returning to their vehicle at 900 S. Wabash Ave. on
Oct. 8, a 24-year-old man and 25-year-old woman found
their passenger side window smashed. Items including pictures and frames, four T-shirts and about 20 COs were also
removed from the vehicle. The loss was valued at $340.

-compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.

Handbag vanishes from passenger seat
After returning to her vehicle at the BP gas station at
122 1 S. Wabash Ave. on Oct. 8, a 46-year-old woman
observed her brown handbag missing from the front passenger seat. Inside the bag were four credit cards, a
checkbook, a cell phone, insurance infonmation and five
medications.

CilYBEAT
'Ad'-ing to your
daily commute
CTA expands ad
campaign to help
balance budget
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor
Chicago Transit Authority passengers are walking all over them.
barreling past them and pushing
them out of their way.
Stepped-up campaigns launched
by two of the CTA's advertisers are
sticking ads to the floor. sliding
sleeves over turnstile bars and
placing motion screens in tunnels
in an effort to increase revenue for
the cash-strapped transit system.
On Oct. 6. CTA President Frank
Krue i presented his 2006 budget
recommendations. outlining the
need to increase the operating
budget by S40 million. ~ percent
more than 2005.
--we had to find ways to close a
projected S90 million shortfall thi s
year:· Kruesi said in a statement.
..Shonfalls will continue to worsen
until there are change~ to the way
in which we are funded ...
As pan of the pro~. CTA
fares for cash-paying customers
would ri se from S I. 75 to S2.
However. riders who take advantage of the Chicago Card would
keep the S 1.75 fare.
Projected fuel costs for 2006 arc
close to S48 million. quadruple the
amount they were in 1999. and the
fare increase would help offset that
price, according to the CTA.
Officials arc also looking ci'ICwhere to increase non-fare revenue, said Robyn Ziegler, a
spokeswoman for the CTA.
wlnnovative advcrti\ing i\ one
way for the CTA to generate additiOnal advcni\ing revenue to ' upport CTA operation\, .. Ztcglc r
\aid.
New York-ha..ed Sui>-Medta, a
firm h~red by the <·rA to \ell ad
•JY.ou:. placed a tunnel ad bctwcc11
the •outhi><>Und Clark/Lake :md
Wa•h111gtrm Hluc Lute • t:att on\
c<J0 \ 1\ltng of hundred• "' • till
tmagc• A• tram• P'"'· the un:aJic'
rco,cmhlc a v1de11 '" jr.I\\CII!(Cf\
" I h:KI never 'ICell a11 yth111!' ltkc
11 before," \llld A11ycl K1ull . :a
l:awycr wllo V>lfllllllfC\ d:uly 1nl<>

the Loop on the Blue Line. " It's
very unique. and you can tell other
people on the train think so. too ...
Sub-Media also has tunnel ads
in New York. Atlanta. Tokyo and
Hong Kong. and it has more
American cities in its sight.
The CTA expects to generate
$ 100.000 annually from the Blue
Line ads. Ziegler said.
A two-month pilot program
placed nearly 300 ads for Geico. a
car insurance company. on tumstiles throughout 12 CTA stations.
aimed at getting more commuters
to look at ads.
"They are unexpected. so they
are more noticeable ... Ziegler said.
'They represent new and different
ways to attract more eyes:·
The turnstile ads are blue tubes
with Geico written in white letters.
and passengers must walk through
them when entenng or exiting the
station.
Many sports arenas have tumstile advcrti ~ing . Ziegler 'laid . but
to the best of her knowledge. The
CTA is the first transit system.
MJ Gi lhooley. vice president of
the
Amcncan
Markeung
A~soci ation . said the market for
creative forms of advertising is on
the ri se.
' The new advertising is defiantly going to work. and if the tunne l
screens hadn't gotte n a good
response they would have already
pulled it," Gilhooley said. 'They
don't keep investments unless they
start to pull in a return."
The CTA hired global advertising company Viacom to sell ad
~pace throughout the transit ,ystem. The CTA then genemtes revenue from ads placed on huscs.
train,, \tation,, bi ll board~ and,
now. tum~til e\.
According to Z1cgler, in 2004
the CIA generated over $22 milhun m advcrti ,ing revenue.
The Wa\hi ngton Blue Line \ t:ttlnn ha• :alo;o o;ccn an incre:1\C of
large flnor ad\ eummutcf\ lntl\ t
walk over to ex it the 'tat inn.
" lllcy arc rc:tlly htg and ll<>tl cc
ahlc," Kntll •:ud. " lllcy tnkc up u
lot <>I r<M>III "'you ca11' tml\' them
when you leave.''
New
York ''
Mctrupu htan
' I ran\purtalHIII Authonty h:" \IIIII
la1 ad' un platlolfll' a111l ' ' a"'
"('u•lolltCI\ have told '" thry

W;~

A woman walks across a floor advertisement as she exits the Blue Line's
Street station. The Chicago Transit Authority began using more creative forms of advertising this year,
including selling space on turnstiles and installing tunnel screens and floor mats.
have take n notice of the ads
because they arc new and unique:·
Ziegler said. 'They have responded to the ads positively."
Besides increasing ad revenue
for 2006. the CTA is looking to
transfer S29 million in capital
funds for the operating budget for
next year.
The 2006 budget proposal also
includes S 1.8 billion for the capital
improvement program over the

ne xt fi ve years. The program
wou ld help fund stations projects
like the Brown Line expansion.
renovations on the Howard Red
Line station and upgrades to the
bus fleet.
In June state legislature awarded
the CTA with $54 million after fare
increases and train and bus service
was threatened to be cut or eliminated because of lack of funding.
According to the CTA. the last

time it raised its fares was in
January of 2004, the first time in
12 years.
The CTA's board will consider
the pro~ next month before
submitting the budget to the
Regional Transpiration Authority
by Nov. 15.
"If fares and more advertisements is what it takes then do it,"
Krull said. "I would rather see that
than have my service cut."

Crossing to remain closed
Temporary fence
along Lake Shore
Drive to be replaced
By James Ewert
A. . latant City

a..t Editor

The metul nnd wood fence thnt
line' Queen's u mding llltd hoardeN Buckinllh:un Fountnin 11nd Luke
Shore Dnve will be removed hy the
end of the month. In it• plncc will
he 210 feet ul hollnrth nml dunns.
nccwdin ~t tu John Yon1111, ttn•JeCt
director
lor
the
(.'hicnllo
Dc p11rtment of Tmn,,x•rtntion.
'l11e hollmll,, IUUIIdcd concrete
p1ll111\ lnt~ca l tugcther hy thk~
dmlll\ , IIH' i\11 10tcri111 \UIUCIUU

lor

the 1"-'alc,trwn en"'"'!( 111 ()nwn's
l; uHIIII!(, •11id Yn111111, wlua !(IIW 11
l""'clltntunt <kt. II 111 till' <irunt
1'111 k ( 'nll'l'l vuncy mr<'lllljt. At tht•
IIICCIIIII(. h1· III C\CIIll'al 1111\\lhk
plans ln1 u IIC1I•·•t111111 nw 1I'll" 111'
lllllfCII'll" ' IIIIIIIIIIIJ-t tht• lrn ~-tth Ill
I; 1ka· Shnll' l>dw. Yntlflll •nlal th1•
h-11~1· nt ()111'<'11'' IJutlilllll wil l I~·
ll' llll tV<'d '" ""'" '" I"'"'""'· 111111
IMllllllll• ll ~a· lht• IIIII'' Ill ( 'on)lll'"
I'II I ~ WIIY 11111 1 Mkhl~tllll AVI' IIIII'
W illi ~· lu •tll lkd 1111111 II 1111111' 111'1
11111111'111 " ahttl1111 IIIII IW lil'dlil'll
upon

"A<nllllll llllll'llli• h\'llljlllllllll• h•
~··· tlal nl lht• \ IIIIW ll' llll'• llllll II'''
1111 lll'•lht•lll lllly pl<' ll•llll! •nlutillll,
""" 1111' "1 ~'11111'.. " ' thl •. \Yl' h·lt.
1lu• l•••t ' " '"' '""·" Y"n1111 " ''"

w'"

John Yonan. project director for the Chlcogo Deportment of
Tronsportotlon. presents o proposol for the Queen's L ndlng
Crossing olong Loke Shore Drlvo on Oct. 11 .
Thi• !Wl\1 Slllllllll'r '"'' l'tt)' l'hll~l'
Ill 1\' 11111\0l' Shtpli jlhl• 111111 II 1'1\l\\
wu l~ 111 ()un•n's l umlill!l thnt
111luwn l ~~·•k'tdml' to ''''P tt ull k
111111
I ~~~~ Shnl\' Dd l't\ '!111•
l'i ty's IIII>Vl\ ~< llljlkd with 111\l! ~ISt'li
l•••li•lutllln hi "'"'" •ttl,•tly <'llinrw
juywul ~l1111 lnw• . lm• til<'ll 1111111)'
1111'11 l'<'tlt••ttillll' 111111 hh'H'll•t• h•
~IIV !hilt till' l'ltV I• 111111'111)1 1111 Ill'
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